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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
:

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY JULY 18, 1907.
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Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
Outlines Schedule In General
Orders No. 13.
General Orders No. 13, just issued
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington are self explanatory:
Territory of New Mexico, Adjutant
General's Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
July 15, 1907.
(General Orders No. 13.)
The following schedule will be observed during the camp of instruction near Las Vegas July
Monday July 22 and Tuesday July
23, Company target practice at the following ranges. 1. Sighting shot and
ten shots for record at 200 yards, slow
fire, One sighting shot and ten shots
for record at 500 yards. One sighting shot and ten shots "for record at
600 yards.
Wednesday, July 24. The Eager-maCup Match. Teams of five from
each organization, except bandsmen,
who are excused from target practice.
Rules and kinds of fire the same as
outlined in G. O. 15, series 1906. A
copy of this order will be posted at
range house,
Thursday, July 25. A competition
between the thirty officers or men
who from the aggregate of their
scores in company practice Monday
and Tuesday are the highest on the
list: Provided, no officer or man will
be allowed to enter the competition,
who has not been in the service for
twelve months immediately proceed
ing the competition and had given 75
per cent of duty or will have been in
the service for twelve months upon
August 25th next, and lias given 75
per cent of duty during the preceding
twelve months. This competition will
determine the team to represent the
Territory in the National match.
Kinds of fire. One sighting shot and
ten shots for record at 200 yards slow
fire. One sighting shot and ten shots
for record at 500 yards. One sighting shot and ten shots for record at
600 yards. One skirmish run of twenty shots. The skirmish run to be
madn without irnck. The rules to
govern this contest to be the same
as outlined In G. O. 15, series 1906.
A certificate from the officer or en
listed man's Immediate commanding
officer will be required as to the duty
performed and length of service. This
is a requirement of the War Depart
ment and must 'be observed.
Friday, July 26th. If necessary the
competition of July 25th will be ex
tended into Friday, July 26th.
Muster and
Saturday. July 27th.
m.
a.
nay
Mess will he served at 11 o'clock
a. m., an1 camp struck at 12 o'clock
noon.
By command of,
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
and Commander In
Governor
Acting
Chief.
A. P. TARKINGTON,
Adjutant General.
Official:
A. P. TARKINGTON,
Adjutant General.
by

Reached Frisco Yesterday Left Today For Roswell

NOT ABDICATE

Ruler

MORE GOOD WORK BY
DELEGATE ANDREWS DEFENSE

ALL IS PEACE

WILL

CM

WILL

Korea Japan Has No
Resists Attempt to Thought of War
Dethrone Him
With U.S.
of

GOINGJO

OYSTER

BAY

So Far as Known Now He
Will Come to Santa Fe
"

Next Week.

,

IS

FEARED

Placards are Posted Marking Sends Cable Message to New
For Death Officials-Minis- ters
York World Assuring Deep
Resign.

Friendship.

Captain George Curry had landed.
Further, that Captain George Curry
will leave San Francisco today via
. the southern route and El Paso going
straight to Roswell, and thereafter
coming to Santa Fe.
Several dispatches were sent to
Captain Curry at San Francisco requesting to be informed of the date
he would reach Santa Fe that arrangements for his reception and inauguration might be hurried and completed. Up to the time of going to
press no answers to these dispatches had been received in this city.
Captain Curry's announcement that
he would go direct to Roswell before
of
going to Washington is a change
and
understood
was
as
it
program,
so from Washington, thlat
in San Francisco Captain
arrival
upon
Curry would proceed to the National
Capital and thereafter to Oyster Bay
to pay his respects to the President,
and, to have an interview with the
Thereafter to come to
President.
Santa Fe and assume office.

SHOOTS UP TOWN"
AND PAYS DEARLY
W. M. Stonlon Pays $75 and Costs for
Indulging in Tabooed Frontier

Pastime at Tularosa,

"Shooting up a town" is a rather
expensive pastime since the practice
has been placed under the ban. W. M.
Stonlon, who was arrested for this offense at Tularosa is competent to testify to this statement. Unmindful of
the fact that the wild and woolly days
were a thing of the past in New Mexico he gave an impromptu exhibition
with a shooting iron in the shape of a
He was taken into custody by Officer W. E. Dudley of the
Territorial Mounted Police, and when
arraigned, was fined $75 and costs,
which he paid.
r.

ATTEMPTS SUICIDE
IN CEMETERY
Another Chapter Added to Clinton,
Rash At of
llinois, Sensation
Deserted Sweetheart.
Clinton,

111.,

July

18.

I-

Mrs. Mabel

Parrett, said to be an old sweetheart
of Fred H." Magill, who with his bride
is a prisoner at San Diego, California,
being held on a murder charge, was
found unconscious last night on the
grave of Mrs. Pet Magill, his alleged
victim. She had taken strychnine and
her condition today is critical.
It is alleged that Magill's attentions
to this woman caused the separation
from her husband. The body of Mrs.
Magill was exhumed last night. Two
Chicago specialists have removed all
the vital organs for an examination.

EXPLOSION DUE
TO FLASH BACK
This Will be Report of Court of

In-

quiry Into Accident on Battleship
Georgia.
Washington, July 18. The naval
court of inquiry in the case of the explosion on the Battleship Georgia will
find that the accident resulted from a
"flash back,": meaning that when the
breech of the eight-incgun was
thrown open after it was discharged,
some shreds of burning cloth or
gas were driven into the
turret and upon the powder about to
be inserted for the next charge.
h

C. L, BALLARD APPOINTED
DEPUTY U. S. MARSHAL

Roswell, N. M July 18. Sheriff C.
L. Ballard, of Chaves County, has
been appointed a deputy United States
marshal by U. S. Marshal C M.
with headquarters In this city.
The object of the appointment is to
expedite business. Papers and warrants can now be served without waiting for the United States marshal or
one of his deputies to come from the
far side of the Territory.
For-aker-

,

Seoul, Korea, via Tokio, July 38.
Placards were posted today calling
for the death of all the
s
Japanese
in Seoul.
The ministers are
strongly guarded and every precaution has been taken to prevent riots
and attacks upon the officials. The
Emperor is reported to be too worried
to take food or sleep but this report
is considered to be one of his usual
maneuvers to enlist the sympathy of
nis people.
Cabinet Ministers Resign.
The cabinet
ministers
includin the newly appointed
minister
cf
the
re
have
household,
signed. It Is reported the Emperor is
very angry at the ministers on ac
count of their having advised abdi
He says he occupies
cation.
the
throne by right of inheritance from
his ancestors and his subjects have
no authority to advise dethronement
much less with the support of for
eigners.
Marquis Ito, in compliance
with the Emperor's urgent desire to
see him if even for a short time will
proceed to the palace.
Emperor Refuses to Abdicate.
The
audience
between
Marquis
Ito and the Emperor was expected
to take place this afternoon but has
been postponed.. It is likely that Mar
quia Ito will proceed to the palace tomorrow in company with Viscount
Hayashi, Japanese Foreign Minister,
who is expected to arrive here this
".
evening.
Pak Yong Ho, who was recently
pardoned and upon his return from Japan was appointed minister to the
Imperial household has reported that
the Emperor protests his ignorance
regarding the dispatch of a deputation to the Hague conference and
says his abdication would only tend
to confirm his relation thereto. For
this reason he will not abdicate. The
Emperor, Pak Yong Ho, will prove
very obdurate In resisting dethronement.
Tokio Looks for Abdication.
Tokio,' July 18. As a result of the
urgent representation by the Korean
ministers it is very probable that the
Emperor of Korea will abdicate in
LIGHTNING KILLS
favor of the Crown Prince as the first
toward reform in Korea, This
AGED RANCHMAN step
will most likely be followed by the
calling of a new convention which,
While Driving Home in Wagon With while in
keeping Korea's national exHis Family Bolt Struck Juan,
istence intact, will limit the soverLucero in Head.
eign power In some form whereby
the ruler can exercise his powers only
Special to the New Mexican.
with the consent and approval of the
East Las Vegas, N. M., July 18.
Japanese resident general. The minranch-par- t
Juan 'Lucero, a prosperous
isters now in Seoul are determined
of this county aged, 64 years, to place the Korean government upon
was struck hy lightning yesterday a firm basis and free from court inafternoon at about 2 o'clock and in- trigues and selfish plots.
stantly killed. He had been transacting business here and left at noon AUTOS IN FATAL
for ihis home in a wagon, accompanied
HEAD-O- N
by his wife, daughter and another
COLLISION
woman. A terrific electrical storm
occurred and they were about to seek
60 Miles an
Car Running
shelter at .Romeroville, four miles Touring
One Dead
Hour Meets Another
from the city when the accident hapTwo Dying.
pened.
Lucero was struck in the head and
New York, July 18. In a head on
all the occupants of. the wagon were
collision two automobiles filled with
When the merry-maker- s
rendered unconscious.
from Coney Island,
wife recovered an hour afterwards,
crashed together early today on a
she found her husband dead with his
As a
dimly lighted Ocean Parkway.
head split wide open hut neither the
New
Thomas
of
F.
Donovan
result,
team nor wagon was injured.
is dead, and Chapman Ropes,
York,
The other members of the party of
Morristown, New Jersey, and an unhave now almost recovered from the identified man
are fatally injured.
shock.
Donovan was impaled upon the
Donospokes of his own machine.
GENERALLY FAIR WEATHER;
van's machine carried no lights and
STATIONARY TEMPERATURE. was running at ahout sixty miles an
hour when it struck Rope's machine
New Mexico's "weather forecast for running 40 miles. Both autos were
today calls for generally fair weather reduced to scrap iron.
tonight and Friday with stationary
temperature. In Santa Fe the tem- TORRANCE COUNTY TEACHERS'
perature at 6 o'clock this morning
INSTITUTE OPENS MONDAY.
was 63 degrees and the lowest during
last night 60 degrees. The maximum'
The Torrance County Teachers Intemperature yesterday was 81 degrees stitute Which will be held at Estancia
at 1:30 p. m, and the minimum tem- will be of two weeks' duration beginperature 60 degrees at 5:40 a, m., ning Monday," July 22. Professor A.
making the mean temperature for the B. Stroup, superintendent of schools
twenty-tou- r
hours 70 degrees. The of Bernalillo County, will officiate as
relative humidity yesterday was 47 per conductor. Professor E, J. Vert, the
cent.'
retiring president of the New Mexico
Normal University, 'had been engaged
CLOUDBURST VISITS VIENNA t
to conduct the Institute hut found
MANY REPORTED D30WNED himself unable to do so as he leaves
the latter part of this month to acVienna, July 18. A terrible cloud cept a position as head of a college
burst occurred here yesterday. The in the Middle West Assistant Sustreets are flooded. It Is said the out perintendent of Public Instruction Allying suburbs of Neuweldogg and fredo M. Sanchez has been invited to
Hernals have been destroyed and deliver an address during the instithere were many victims.
tute and has accepted.,
.

offl-cial-

IN HAYWOOD CASE

Delegate Andrews is still hard at
work before the Pension Department
at Washington in the interest of New
Mexico veterans. As one of the many
Instances of the Delegate's good Is
cited the case of the original claim
for pension of William C. Alsdorf,
father of Emil Alsdorf, late private
In Company C, Sixth Regiment Missouri Volunteer Infantry, of Brice,
N'ew Mexico.
Mr. Alsdorf lias been VERDICT
WEEK
allowed a pension of $12 a month
from April I, 1301 to April 3, 1907, by
reason of allowance under act of FebCounsel Darrow For Defenruary 6th, 1907. Thus it will be seen
that Mr. Alsdorf receives a total of dant Pleads Permission to
back pension amounting to nearlv

Counsel Wrangling

Over Instructions
to Jury

Prove Conspiracy.

$1,000.

n

Telegraphic advices received yesterday afternoon after the New Mexican had gone to press and dated at
San Francisco at 3 : 30 o'clock p. m.
stated that the U. S. transport Ixgan
had arrived in the harbor and that

Secures Pensions for Many Veterans
Including Back Stipend for One
Amounting to Almost $1,000.

RESTS

Fin

21-2-

NOT

NO. 132.

In addition Delegate
New York, July 18. Foreign Minis,
ter Hayashi, of Japan, replying to a
cable request from the New York
Word for an assurance of peace and
good will toward this country, cabled:
"It is cheerfully and universally believed that the reported cruise of the
United States fleet to the Pacific
ocean, if contemplated at. all, implies
no indication of a disquieting nature
in the relations between Japan and
the United States.
"The whole Japanese nation has unshaken confidence in the policy of jus
tice and peace which has characterized the American government, and
all the sensational reports appearing
in a small section of the press of the
two countries have absolutely no reflection in the minds of the general
public, who are thoroughly convinced
of the pacific character of the

Andrews

re-

ports the following pensions granted:

Thomas Harwood, Albuquerque, $0
per month from February 25th, 1907.
Richard S. Knight, lordsburg,. $8
per month from March 14, 1905.
Isidore Torres, Santa Fe, $20 per
month from March Gth, 1907.
Michael Kelleher, Folsoni, $12 per
mcnth from February 27th, 1907.
Christian SoJberger,
Cuervo, $12
per month from March 2d, 1907.
Daniel A. Covert, Albuquerque, $15
per month from February 25th, 1907.
John W. Song, Tularosa, $1.2 per
month from March 8th, 1907.
Jose Aguilino Suaso, Rancbos de
Taos, $12 per month from February
28th, 1907.
James C. Strawn, Farniinglon, $12
per month from February 27th, 1907.
Patrick Dugan, Elizabethtown, $15
per month from March 13, 1907.
Charles B.. Hatfield, Jicarilla, $12
per month from March 13th, 1907.

ST. LOUIS TO EN.

PACKERS IN
TERTAIN ROOSEVELT
ANNUAL MEETING

Boise, July IS. The defense in the
Haywood case rested immediately
after court opened this morning without calling any witness in
Judge Wood announced that the
opening argument for the state to the
jury would be made tomorrow by Attorney James H. Hawley. The Jury
was not brought in today. Besides
the arguments, as to the admlssablllty
of certain evidence the consideration
of the instructions to be given the
jury occupied considerable time.
On this subject Judge Wood heard
the views of the opposing counsel
who were requested to give
their
opinions as to the materiality of tho
evidence, showing deportation and the
employment of detectives by the tning
owners and citizens of Colorado.
Attorney Darrow First to Give Views.
Attorney Darrow was the first to
speak today. After referring to the
lattitude allowed the state by the court
Darrow took up the Couer d'Alene
troubles saying Haywood at that time
was an obscure member of a local
union of the Western Federation of
Miners many hundreds miles from
the scene of the disorders.
As to the employment of detectives
Darrow declared that practically all
of the testimony in the state's case
was secured by Pinkertons and It
would be Impossible to disassociate
them and their methods from the case
at issue. He said the defendant was
compelled; in refutation of the charges
Steun-enber- g
of the murder of
to meet all sortirof conditions
and allegations.
The state was al-lowed through Orchard jto bring in
something about the alleged attempt
to wreck a train and of course Haywood was held up as the guilty party,
said Darrow, who continuing said:
Strong Points in Defense.
"Was it immaterial for us to show
the attempt was made by detectives
in the employ of the railroad company and Mine Owners' Association?
I think not. Neither was it incompetent to show that the men who perpetrated the crime merely wanted to
create the impression or appearance
of a train WTeck so as to trump up
l.

William F. Saunders, Who Recently
Spent Some Time at Valley Ranch,
Has Arrangements In Charge.

Kansas City Entertaining Convention
of National Livestock Exchange
Association,

William F. Saunders, secretary of
the Business Men's League of Saint
Louis, Missouri, and who spent the
past six weeks for rest and recreation
at the Valley Ranch of the Simms
Brothers on the Upper, Pecos, has
reached his St. Louia home greatly
refreshed and ready for another season of hard work.
He has commenced for the association of which he is secretary, preparations for the visit which President
Roosewlt will pay to the Mound City
this fall. He is also at work organizing the Deep Waterways Convention
which will met at Memphis, Tennessee, on October 4th and 5th next. An
arrangement has been perfected by
long distance telephone for the visit
to St. Louis next week of Lewis T.
Kavanaugh, S. M. Neely and James S.
Warren of Memphis, to confer with
President James E. Smith of the Business Men's League and President William K. Kavanaugh of the Lake-to-th- e
Gulf Deep Waterways Association relative to the visit of President Roosevelt
at Memphis at the time of the Waterways Convention.
Secretary Saunders has mailed invitations to twenty-twgovernors to
a recaption and banquet
to be
at St.
given President Roosevelt
Louis. These governors will act as a
reception committee. The governor of
New Mexico has been invited to attend the reception.

Kansas City, July IS Live stock
commission firms in fifteen principal
markets of the country that do an annual business estimated at eight hundred million dollars, were represented here today at the nineteenth annual; mettng t of th NalioiifJ, , Live
Stock Exchange Association.
The
live stock centers represented included nearly every city of importance
from Buffalo to Denver and From St.
Paul to Fort Worth.
The National Livestock
Exchange
Is practically a clearing house for the
various local exchanges on all matters
relating to the livestock trade and
the annual meetings are principally
for the exchange of business ideas.
President James C. Swift, of Kansas City, said this morning that so
far as he knew no pressing matter
was to be taken up at the morning
The postmortem question
meeting.
will be discussed and Swift
menanother charge against the Western
Federation."
tioned this topic in his annual
As to the Bradley explosion, Darrow said It was entirely competent,
to produce evidence that the explosion
SCHOOL CENSUS
was caused by gas, and also proper
SHOWS GROWTH to show that the Vindicator incident
might have heen an accident rather
Straw Indicating Increase of Popula- than a design.
tion in New Mexico During
Plead Right to Show Conspiracy.
Past Year.
Darrow spent some time discussing
and citing authorities as to the materiality
of certain evidence showing the
Throughout New Mexico the annual
threats
school census is being taken and
against Steunenberg on the
from reports already received by the part of Orchard. Darrow charged the
Department of Education there has Independence depot explosion directly
been a large increase in the number to Detective Sterling. He charged that
of children of school age in the Terri- Pinkertons joined the Union and fostory. As a result of this growth tered riots and disorders! He closed
more school 'houses and teachers are with a whirlwind appeal for a right
needed, and new school districts are to show a conspiracy against the
Western Federation of Miners.
being created.
Senator Borah will reply toDarrow's
Superintendent J. A. Fairly of the
public schools of Roosevelt County in argument this afternoon.
a letter to 'Superintendent of Public
, Case to Jury Next Week.
Instruction J. E, Clark states that he
The exodus of witnesses in attendexpects to have an attendance of one ance upon the Haywood trial comhundred teachers at the forthcoming menced in. earnest today. It Is esticounty institute at Portales August
mated that five hundred witnesses
The enrollment last year was have been in this city at different
.'
forty-nintimes during the trial. Arguments on
the adniissability of certain evidence
occupied
today's session. It Is ex10,000 ELKS
pected the case will go to the jury
MARCH IN PARADE by next Wednesday evening or Thursday.
Climax of Annual Reunion Today at
Philadelphia Over 100 Lodges
REVENUE CUTTER
Represented.

,

o

PROSECUTION OF
HARRIMAN LIKELY
Rumored That Railroad Magnate Will
Have to Face Criminal and
Civil Actions.
.

,

Washington, D. C, July 18. The
only thing that stands in the way of
criminal and civil prosecution of E.
K. Harriman by the government is
the possibility of Presidetnt .Roosevelt abandoning his trust policies. "If
the railway magnate can find a grain
of comfort in that remote possibility,"
says a high authority? "then he is
welcome to it. The fact that the interstate
commerce
.commissioners
have left this "city on their vacations
is of no significance in this connection, I understand on good authority
that papers are being prepared for
the prosecution of Harrlman crimi
Philadelphia, July 18. The climax
nally and civilly."
of the annual reunion of Elks was
It is further said that H&rrlman's reached today when more than 10,000
trusty agents have so informed him of members of the order marched along
that fact.
Broad Street in parade and nearly all
Philadelphia took a holiday to see
GARFIELD TO VISIT
the splendid spectacle. Ahout a hunSOUTHWEST IN AUGUST dred lodges from cities and towns
from the Atlantic to the Pacific parEl Paso, Texas, July 18. Advices ticipated in the parade.
have been received here to the effect
that Secretary of the Interior Garfield FORMER MANILA BANKER
will visit this elty on August 17th at
GETS EIGHT YEARS IN PRISON
which time the Five Million Club will
hold a convention.
Arrangements
Manila, July 18. P. O. Mulford, forare being made by the Chamber of mer cashier of the defunct American
Commerce to entertain Secretary Gar- Bank at Manila, was today sentenced
field and other visitors on that occa- to
Imprisonment for eight years and
sion. Among the features will be a ten months on conviction of
having
trip to Cloudcroft and to the sites of falsified notes purporting to be part
the Seldeu and Elephant Butte dam
of the assets of the bank.

,

1

';.

OVERHAULS POACHERS
Two Japanese Schooners Seized Near
St. Paul Diplomatic Incident
Unlikely.

Washington, July 18. The state department has been Informed that the
revenue cutter Manning upon the
fifth instant seized two Japanese fishing schooners near a boat landing
within a mile of a seal island near
St. Paul.
Both vessels were fully
equipped for sealing and there were
evidences

that they had been plying

their trade in the shape of fresh seal
skins.

'.

has been
notified by the State Department but
as the case appears to be an ordinary
one of poaching It 19 not expected any
diplomatic Incident ? il result.
The

.Taiwanese

embassy
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intelligent and progressive

NEW RICHMOND IN THE FIELD.
The vagaries of editors of prominent newspapers and weekly journals,
are at times very interesting, if
the
How much Influence
amusing.
editorial opinions of such publications
have, is very hard to determine. Sensible people who consider what they
road, and who know something about
the general political and 'business
conditions of the country, are not
very much influenced by them. When
an editor is "off" no matter how
great the circulation or how extended
the influence of the publication which
he manages, the people "get on to
him" readily and quickly, and his advocacy of men or measures is taken
at what it really is, namely, the
biased opinion or prejudiced view of
one man who, at the time being, has
a reading audience of many, many
This is the case with
thousands.
George Harvey, editor of Harper's
Weekly. During tne past two years,
that "journal of civilization" has made
some wonderful editorial somersaults
of
and some remarkable changes
front. One of its latest coups is the
bringing out of U. S. Senator Charles
A. Culberson of Texas, as the Democratic nominee for the Presidency
next year. The Denver Republican
comments upon this new idea of
Colonel Harvey in right good shape
when it says:
"In view of the fact that it is not
over a year since Colonel George
Harvey, head of the Harper publishing house, discovered in Woodrow
Wilson a man who would make an
ideal President, it is astounding to
see Harper's Weekly coming out with
a great 'boost' for Senator Culberson
of Texas for the Democratic nomination.
"The spec' 1
correspondent who
was sent to Texas to take Senator
measurements, is de( Culberson's
his
with
find. He pictures the
lighted
junior Senator from Texas in a way
that will no doubt, make a statue of
Apollo turn green with envy. Culberson has a commanding height, and
hazel eyes 'that look right through
you.' Then, too, he was born to
power ' as the sparks fly upward.' And he never makes a move
unless he's sure he's right. This kind
of writing may be what Gelett Burgess terms very much to the bromide,
but it shows us that, if Harper's
Weekly's new favorite is returned a
winner in 190S, the United States will
at least be governed by a handsome
man.
"But, after all, why should Colonel
Harvey have turned from Woodrow
Wilson, who was everything, ideal, to
take up this Texan? What if Culberson is a combination of Jove and
Apollowas not the president of
Princeton hailed as the possessor of
every one of the great characteristics
ascribed to Culberson, unless one may
except the hazel eyes 'that look right
through you?' President Wilson wears
nose glasses in a most scholarly way,
and his shoulders have not the Culberson breadth, but he is a pretty fair
looking man for all that.
"Apparently, however, Colonel Harvey has come to the conclusion that
what Democracy wants just now is a
national beauty show. Accordingly
he has dropped President Woodrow
Wilson, scholarliness and all, and
comes forth as the champion of this
peerless masculine beauty of the Lone
Star State.
"It is fickle of Colonel Harvey to
turn in such fashion and take up with
the first pair of hazel eyes that come
along, but Lor', what is one to expect
in
politics especially
Democratic
A

1

politics?"
TRAINED MEN FOR THE FORESTRY SERVICE.
Within the last five years there has
grown a steady demand for men flt- and temperament
, ted by education
for employment in the .preservation
and growth of the forests and tim
bered sections of the country, The
establishment of National Forests was
the first movement in that direction.
The Bureau of Forestry which
has
these in charge needs many employes
to carry out the work imposed upon
It by law and for which It was orThe National Forests have
ganized.
grown in size, in number and in importance very much within the last
few years.
In Europe, national forests have been established for hundreds of years and the Continental
nations have given much thought, expense and labor towards the preservation of the forests within their do
mains. In this country a similar
state of affairs is being arrived at and
it is high time that this is the case.
Commenting upon this rather new
phase In the United States the El
Paso Herald says that there Is room
In the forestry bureau of the national

peopie

01

It la sent to
circulation

uw douthweal

government for a great many young
men with some knowledge of forestry,
On July 1, 35 graduates of American
forestry schools entered the service,
but there are still many vacancies.
There is also a steady demand for
trained foresters among the large lumber corporations.
Yale, Harvard,
Michigan, Nebraska and Iowa universities have forestry schools, and there
is a school at Biltmore under George
The dei'W. Vanderbilt's patronage.
mand for trained men far exceeds the
supply.
THE DIFFERENCE IN ALBUQUERQUE.
The people of Albuquerque are to
be congratulated upon the fact that
they have a decent, respectable and
fearless newspaper in the Evening
Citizen, and a newspaper which stands
up for its city and its best interests
and which supplies correct and late
news of all important occurrences
and events in New Mexico and Arizona, besides the Associate Press dispatches. On the other hand the .people of the Duke City are certainly
unlucky and being cursed with the
publication managed by the gang of
corporation sharks, tax 'dodgers and
libellers, namely, the Albuquerque
Morning Coyote Journal, a paper that
could not tell the truth if it would
.u'd would not if it could. It is published for no other purpose than to
make boodle for the gang which controls it regardless of consequences
and regardless of the harm and Injury done to Albuquerque and to the
Territory of New Mexico. It is
known all over as an organ of fake
reformers and of those who are in the
reform business for office and for
boodle. During the past two years it
has been guilty of libels and slanders many times; it has been bought
and sold by those who. desire to use
its columns for the purpose of getting
even with business or political enemies, and who desire to assault, unjustly, unfairly and libelously prominent officials and citizens who are
opposed to the fake reform gang and
who have done and are doing today
and
yeoman work for the
progress of the Sunshine Territory in
every direction.
The publication of this sheet in the
Duke City would do still more harm
to the town were it not that the harm
and injury done by its blackmailing
propensities, libels and slanders is
partly undone and more than offset
by the good work of the Citizen. The
Albuquerque
Morning Fakir Journal staff correspondent in this city
during the session of the Thirty-seventLegislative Assembly, was
expelled from the floor of the House
for sending lies and falsehoods concerning the business and members
of that body; its Santa Fe correspondent is will known as a prevaricator
and a3 a liar. This needs no comment and no discussion. The sheet
is run for boodle, no more and no less,
and that is the long and short of it.
h

LOOK

AFTER

THE BEN

HUR

ROOMS.

An examination of the law in the
case shows that the Governor's Palace
in this city is under the jurisdiction
and in charge of Land Commissioner
Robert P. Ervien, and that the Board
of Capitol Custodians has no duty to
perform in the premises. That being
the case the attention of Commissioner Ervien is called to the fact that
the rooms In the historic Old Palace
known as the "Ben Hur" rooms and in
which the late Governor Lew Wallace
wrote his celebrated novel "Ben
Hur" are in a deplorable and dirty
condition. There are daily tourists
and travelers who desire to visit
these rooms. The present condition
has been the source of much unfavorable comment ana of many disagreeA few hours' atable impressions.
tention and work would remedy this
bad state of affairs. Commission Ervien should attend to this at once.
The New Mexican owes an apology
to the members of the Board of Cap!
tol Custodians for its recent editorial
remark concerning the matter and in
which the members of the board were
held to blame and called to account,
"Like the flowers that bloom in the
spring," they have nothing to do with
the case, Commissioner Ervien is the
man. The Daughters of the American
Revolution, The Woman's Board of
Trade of this city and the New Mexl
can will be after him with a sharp
stick if he does not take speedy ac
tion.

What they do not know In the Paris
newspaper offices about Uncle Sam
would fill a great big book. The
Parisian Journals now complain of
the remarkable slowness with which
the United States is constructing the
Panama Canal.
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THE SITUATION AS IT IS.
The Las Vegas Optic gives the cou
dltion of official affairs in New Mexi
co today fairly and unvarnished in a
pithy editorial which the .New Mexi
The sentl
can herewith
ments expressed therein are those of
the good citizens of the Sunshine Ter
ritory, and fortunately, they are In a
great majority. The editorial reads;
"The impression seems to he gain
ing ground over the Territory that
Acting Governor Kaynolds will not
wield the official axe again before
the arrival of Governor Curry. This
information has been received with
joy by a hungry family of Hagerman
But it is greatly re
appointees.
gretted by a large majority of the
people of the Territory who are
eager to see the carpetbaggers and pa
litical parasites thrown from the
pedestals to which they were eleva.
ted by Hagerman and the public of
flees again placed in the hands of
honest, capable men. That Governor
Curry will readily grasp the situation
and proceed without delay to com
plete the good, work inaugurated by
Acting Governor Raynolds, there is
no doubt."

PROFESSIONAL
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW-

u

pose,

i

pTIOpL. Mfl
OF SANTA

FE- -

PRICHfriD,

Attorney and Counaelor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Office: Laughlln Blk Santa Fe, N. M,

The oldest

Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1W0
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
banking

Assistant Cashier.

BENJAMIN M. READ
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Office: Sena Block, Palaco Avenue,

V ,000.

Capital Stock

8urplua and Undivided Profits

963,5001

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney

at Law.

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.

security

New Mexico,
& WADE,

Attorneys at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
v

General

Surveyor
Offices.

branches.

Loans

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
Demlng

In all Its

Transacts a general banking business

A. W. POLLARD,

BONHAM

"THOSE PRIVATE DISPATCHES."
The dispatches recently published
by the New 'Mexican and the Evening
Citizen of Albuquerque, although they
were on private business were paid
for at government rates with government funds out of the IT. S. contingent
fund of the executive office bv ex- Governor Hagerman. That Is the long
and short of the affair.
The dispatches' published
prove
the mockclearly the hollowness,
the
ery, and
of thi
hypocrisy
fake
reform
adminHagerman
istration and establish fully that
the
of
reform
was
cry
hypocrisy and sham. It is therefore
not to be wondered at that the
fake reform administration
yellow sheets led by Macpherson's Albuquerque Mornin'g
Coyote Journal
used up columns of type to try to cover up and undo the results of the ex-
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.

Attorney at Law.
New Mexico
G. W.

1907.

18,

CARDS

MAX. FROST,

Santa Fe

lULY

THURSDAY,

U. S. Land
Las Cruces, N. M.

and

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District and Supreme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe

Its customers.

col-ater-

Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all mtrkets for
Buys and sells domestlo and

foreign

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfers of money to all ports of

thi clvlllznd

world on as liberal terms as are given

transmitting

agency, public or private,

rate

of

by

money

any

Interest allowed on time deposits at the

three per cent per annum, on

a six

months' or year's term.
and

products.

The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking

line, and

Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock

aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety
Is respectfully
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the publlo

conDe-

so

L...

licited.
A. B. RENEHAN,

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
Office in Catrou Block,
a Specialty.
Santa Fe, N. M.

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico...
Santa Fe
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

But facts cannot be controverted
GEORGE B. BARBER,
successfully for any length of time
by slanders and libels on the part of
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
the yellow sheets In the .pay of the Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
fake reformers.
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme Courts of the Territory.
In his official report to the Board
Prompt Attention Given to All
Business.
of Penitentiary Commissioners
published at length and verbatim by the
FRANK W. CLANCY,
hired yellow sheet in Albuquerque,
Attorney at Law.
Arthur Trelford
for Second Judicial
District
Attorney
officially over his own signaDistrict.
ture that there were about 1,800 tons
Practices in the District Court and
of coal on hand at a value of
?7,000
die Supreme Court of the Territory;
on July 1; careful examination
of
also before the United States Supreme
the coal at the
penitentiary by ex- Court In
Washington.
perts shows that, there were about 530
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
tons of coal on hand valued at. about
$2,200.
Here is one of the reasons
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
why this newspaper, the Albuquerque
Notary Public.
Citizen, the Las Vegas Optic and
Office with the New Mexicau Print
other respectable and truth-tellin- g
newspapers- of the Territory did not ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
publish the report. They knew it to
ROMAN L. BACA,
be inaccurate, full of
Real
Estate and Mines.
and, many false figures, and therefore
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
had no desire to mislead and
impose
Office Griffin Bldg., Washington
upon the people by publishing it.
Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
d

THE PALM E HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Ctfistae and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
0

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

,

-

Washington Avenue

LACOME & GABtK, Proprietor).
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Admiral Sakamoto of the
Japanese
navy recently expressed the opinion
in
that
case of war between the United States and Japan, the crews
of the American
battleships would,
be mere likely to desert than to
niit
Judging by the .past naval history of
mis country this Japanese admiral in
all human probability will And himself
badly mistaken should it come to a
fight. At any, rate he may be sure
that the members of the crews will
not join the Japanese forces
except
in fighting trim and in
deadly combat. This admiral, like the New Mexico yellow sheets, talks too much and
too silly.

OSTEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
'Phone 15G.
Hours:
m.,
p. m.
2

2-- 5

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
School of Mines.
'
New Mexico.
Socorro

CORBET & SMYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
An attempt to assassinate PresiU. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
dent Fallieres of France, was made East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
last Monday. The lot of the President of the French Republic is eviH. B. HOLT,
dently not as desirable as it might
Attorney at Law.
be. Between the French Parliament,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
revolutionary disturbances in various
Practices In the District Courts as
parts of "La Belle France" and well as before the Supreme Court of
attempts at assassination, the head the Territory.
of the French government has rather
a strenuous time of it.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Boa Ton Lunch Counter has
The statement that "there never besn repainted, and refurnished, and
was a good war or a bad peace" is is now one of the best in Ltie Terriattributed to Benjamin Franklin. If tory. They handle everything In the
it is true that he made the assertion eating line from both eastern and
then and in that case it must be ad- western markets. A call will convince
mitted that even Benjamin Franklin ou that thy know the business.
was not always right in his opinions.
need of anything in the
When
The progress of the world up to date
has been achieved through and by printing line, such au wedding cards,
wars.
invitations, kiefs, call on the New
Mexican Priming Company, where
M work is
guaranteed.
The chances for the success of the
Walter Wellman Arctic pole expedi' (Homestead Entry No. S1G1.)
tion are bright. Major H. B. Hersey,
Notice for Publication.
a former resident of New Mexico, is
the executive officer and the meteor- Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
ologist of the expedition. Experience
in
New
Mexico in any direcJuly 9, 1907.
gained
Notice is hereby given that Lucian-it- a
tion always helps in difficult places.
C. Vlllanueba, widow of Nicolas
Vlllanueba,
deceased, of Galisteo, N.
If Colonel William Jennings Bryan
knows what is' good for himself he M has filed notice of his intention
to make final commutation proof in
will take another lengthy
trip into support of his claim, viz.: Homestead
foreign countries and remain "in far
No. 81G1 made November 23,
off Crthay" from now on until
the Entry for the NW
section 2G, Town1904,
meet next
nominating conventions
11
12
E, and that said
N.,
Range
year. In his case distance lends en- ship will
made before the regisbe
proof
chantment to the view.
ter and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on August 21, 1907.
The green bug is evidently a costHe names the following witnesses
ly insect. An expert of the Depart- to prove his continuous residence upment of Agriculture has figured that on, and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Its depredations cost the farmers of
Juan Vlllanueba, Tomas Vlllanueba,
Kansas, Oklahoma and Indian Terri Ambrosio Pino, and Francisco Gontory this season about $15,000,000 zales, all of Oallsteo, N. M.
That green bug is about as tough as
MANUEL R. OTERO.
the Standard Oil Company.
Register.'
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Wghted. Every Room a Good Oae. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Pre the Button we do the rest.

..liH...

rCoronado Hotel and Cafe
-

'

One of the Best

.111

Restaurants in ihe Southwest.

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
You're Treated So Well You Can't Hardly Leave.

DON'T

FORGET

THOSE SWELL

ROOMS

Only 50c. Hot and Cold Water Baths
SHORT ORDERS SERVED IN A RUSH
Eat Pure Vo d, Sleep on a Nice Clean Bed What Moro. (Es Bastante
I respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
i
roataiirnut month M

nlazm.FiTffiEiWT

G.

LUPE HERBERA, Prop.

BEMEE I1IS0BPII BE

6ENCY

MPDIIV

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENH MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA-

-

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

i

JIatiotral Surety Co., of fiew York
Cwrt, Fidelity and Publlo Official onda Lowwi Rata,
ttrong Line of Fire Ineuranee Companies

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

u

THURSDAY,

JULY

18,

1907.
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SAffTA

The New Mexican Printing Company
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
has prepared civil aud criminal dockets especlallv for the use of Justice Their Untiring Work Keeps Us Strong
of the peace. They are especial.'?
and Healthy.
ruled,- with printed headings, In elihe
Spanish or English, made of good recAll the blood Id izt oody passes
ord paper, strongly and durably bound through the kidneys once every three
with leather back and covers and can- minutes. The kidneys filter the blood
vas, sides, have full Index In front and They work night and day. When
the tees of Justices of the peace and healthy they remove about 500 grains
constables printed In full on the first of imnure matter daily, when un
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches. healthy some part of this impure mat
These books are made up tn civil and ter la left In the blood. This brings
criminal dockets, separato of 32 on many diseases and symptoms
pages each, or with both civil and pain in the back, headache, nervouscriminal bound in one book, 80 pages ness, hot, dry skin, rheumatism, gout,
civil and 320 pages criminal. To in- gravel, disorders of the eyesight and
troduce them they., r re offered at the hearing, dizziness, irregular heart,
following low prices:
debility, drowsiness, dropsy, 'deposits
Civil or criminal
$2.76 in the urine, etc. But if you keep the
Combined civil and criminal.... 14.80 filters right you will have no trouble
For 45 rents additional for a single with your kidneys.
Louis West, living at 225 Manhat
docket, or 55 cent additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent tan St., Santa Fe,'N. M., says: "On
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in and off for a couule of years I was
full must accompany order. State troubled with a dull heavy aching In
small of my back. I tried man
jlliuy whether English or Spanish the
remedies and used plasters but de
printed heading Is wanted.
rived little or no benefit. In Marcn
Herewith are some Ttargtr.ni offered a neighbor recommended Doan's Kid
Pills to me and I procured a box
by the New Mexican Printing Com- ney
at
Ireland's
drug store. The result
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
of its use was so satisfactory that
of
New
1897,
Mexico,
snoop
Territory
continued with them taking a second
bound, fl; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
box until the pain in my back left me
Code
Missouri
Pleading ferns, JS;
and
the secretions from the kidney
Pleadings, f6; the two for flO; Adapt- became
more free and natural. From
Pnr?n
nil tn Np
rtf
T.awa
Nun
Moflfn
we" m
on havve b,een
!,that
and
1903,
"f
1899,
1901,
Mexico,
English
trouble
no
have
hail
a
back
and
strong
and Spanish
panipfct, 12.25; full of
kind with my kidneys. I shall
any
Flexible-Cove.'
r
Gherl
leather, 3;
speak well of Doan's Kidney
Pocket Dockcf., single, $1.25; two or always
Pills
them on
have
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PURPOSE

To The Injury and
Harm of H. O.
Bursum
B)f

LYING

CORRESPONDENT

Aim to Mislead and Throw
Mud-Offic-

Records

ial

Open.
A special

FE, N.

JMu

convicts' earnings fund, an absolutely
local fund Is under investigation.
Every item of expense and receipt In
what is called the "permanent improvement fund" is on record and can
easily be made a matter of Judicial in
vestigation in the proper court by a
proper proceeding. The New Mexican
does not hesitate to say, because this
is a well known and public fact, that
many attempts and strong efforts have
been made by the fake reform clique
of
Hagerman, the yellow
sheets in the pay of this clique, and
political and personal enemies of H.
O. Bursum, to
prejudice the case and
to uphold the report of a
ex
pert, Francis M. McMahon, based
mostly upon the work of a drunken
and irresponsible loafer which charges
IT. O, Bursum with
shortage in funds
and malfeasance in office. It certainly
would be the height of imt)ronrietv
and unfairness for special agents of
the United States who are in this city
and Territory for the purpose of in
vestigating infractions or violations of
the United States laws, to give heed
to or be Influenced by the
mouthings
and false statements of irresponsible
and unworthy men who have political
or personal axes tn erl nrt anil xvhn
have nothing to substantiate their
charges and assertions except their
personal opinions and feelings,
It
certainly would be highly improper
and detrimental to the public good
and prejudicial to the service for of
ficials of the government charged with
special and confidential missions to
talk upon official business with news
paper fakirs connected with such
sheets as the Albiinuermie Mnriilni?
Coyote Journal and the yellow weeklies in the combine and to take them
Into their confidence. This may be denied, but. more or less of it has been
tone and somebody has babbled.
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dispatch which appeared
I
Boswell
W
it
Sunday's Albuquerque
Morning
Coyote Journal and was sent by the
fakir correspondent of that sheet In
this city had the following heading
Uncle Sam to take a Look at Bur
sum's Accounts."
This dispatch contains the following
statement: "One of the special agents
now here, It is understood, has se
curea a statement containing every
item charged against this fund for the
benefit of the penitentiary during the
Bursum administration.
recommended
and
more books, $1 each; New Mexico SuThe editorial in last night's New
a
to
occasions
friends
many
good
my
preme Court Reports), Nos. 3 to 10, inall dealers. Price 50 Mexican complaining of the presence
sale
For
by
Corclusive $3.30 each; Compilation
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo, of the government agents, while it
poration Laws 75c; 'Compilation MinNew
sole
for
the United has excited considerable amusement
York,
agents
ing Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
States
among that paper's small and select
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
the
name
coterie of readers, is taken as an of
Doan's
Remember
and
full list school blanks.
ficial expression of the attitude of the
take no other.
STUDY THE MAP-Thpresent administration toward the
on
natural
the new A., T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
point
for the dlsirlbu
mi
government special agents an atti
The best remedy tor backache
tion of freight, having the advantage
of the easy ftra.li
tude which is perhaps not. to be won weak
and short mutt
kidneys, infammatlon of the to the East and West, and direct com munication
with all points In the
dered at In view of existing circum bladder is DeWitt's
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
Kidney and Blad Territory.
stances."
der Pills. Their action is prompt and
ROSWKMi, MBW MR 1100.
Wholesale houses are coming to W IHard a soon as the Cut-of- f
is opeD
Divulging Official Secrets,
A week's treatment for 23c, Surrounded
sure.
by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in Xew Mexi-cocor
It is notorious that this fakir
Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
The geographical center of Tor ranee
County and of New Mexico
THE MILITARY BCHOOL OF NSJW MEXICO
respondent is the editor of a virulent
on tbe 8reat A" T- - & s- F- - short
.Wat?r,P0iut
lie trough New
Democratic sheet of blackmailing tenis a growing town. Willi ard will make p
the summer kidney irregu
During
City. Study the Mar
Tins
dencies and which
published many larlties are often caused
by excessive Your opportunity is there.
a time libelous attacks on the Presi
ijetabllelied ami Supported by the Territory.
overheated.
At Far information, call on or address
drinking or
dent of the United States. The sheet tend to the being at once
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M, TAYLOh.
kidneys
by using
In which the dispatch appears has nu
Cure. For sale by he
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Foley's
Kidney
WILLARD, N. M.
mei'ous times charged that in the re Ireland
Pharmacy.
Collegaa. New buildings, all furnishings and eqi Ipin9ntsodern and commoval of Herbert J. Hagerman, Pres
electric-lighteall conveniences.
plete; stoam-heatabaths, w&tor-worka
dent Roosevelt has committed
Call at our store, please, for a free
"an
and
crime
against civilization,"
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 83S0 per teuton, Session Is
of Dr, Shoop's "Health Cot
sample
outrage on honesty and decency in iee.
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ir real conee disturbs your
removal
New Mexico," and that the
Stomach, your Heart, or Kidneys, then
was 'had in order to secure the New
ROSWEIL Is a noted hialth resort, J, 700 feet above
levol; rail- this Clever Coffee imitation
try
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor .
Mexico delegation to the Republican
watered. Sunshine jvery day from September to June.
While Dr. Shoop has very closely
for President
convention
national
matched Old Java and Mocha Coffee
BO Mi Mt
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W M Rood, W. M, Atkinson, W. A.
Roosevelt, in addition to many yel- n flavor and
taste, yet he has not
'
low slanders and libels on the Presi even a
Flnlay and B. A. Cahoon
single grain of real Coffee In
For particulars address
COL J. W. WILLSCN, Supt,
dent, on leading Republican officials It. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imita
and prominent and honorable citizens tion is made from
AND FEED
pure toasted grain
of the Territory
or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. You
It seems that this fakir correspond: will surely like Health Coffee. Sold
FIRST-C&A8- 8
ent who can be proven by the New by the Cartwright-Davi- s
CARRIAGE SERVICE
Company.
Mexican to have sent many a lying
GOOD
SADD&E
HORSES
and colored dispatch to the yellow G. B. Burhans Testifies After Four
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficacy of these wat sheet in question is in the confidence
R1G8
FINE
Years,
jt ji
located In the midst of the Ancient erg has been thoroughly
G. B, Burhans, of Carlisle Center. N
tested by of some of the special agents and re
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west the miraculous cures attested to In the ceives information from them which, Y., writes: "About four
years ago I
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rhea in the opinion of this paper, they have wrote
PHONE 132.
I had been en
120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
you
that
stating
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright' no business to give aud which course tirely Cured Of ft sevpro ldrtrmv
I
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and is not only highly improper, but also ble by tak,ng ,ess thm H,Q bottles of
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Srnfula, Catarrh,
It entlrely
prejudicial to the good 01 uie ervn.oiFoiey.B
Kdney Cure
daily line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Femal C .mplalnts, etc., and to the public interest. Why or I stopped the brick dust sediment, and
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging a.id bathing $2.50 wherefore these special agents should pain and symptoms of
kidney disease
from 90 to 122 degrees. Thegase3are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
I am glad to say that I
hold official or personal intercoms disappeared.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains with such a creature is not apparent I have never had a return of any of
the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon revery dry and delightful
citizens. I those symptoms during the four years
decent and
round. There is now a commodious quest. This report is attractive at all
officials, I that have elapsed and I am evidently
Territorial
the
Special Summer Sale of
of
records
iotel for the convenience of invalids, seasons and Is open all winter. Pas he
to the inspection cuiea 10 stay cured, ana heartily recare
and
one
open
all,
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for do Caliente can leave
of all such persons ommend Foley's Kidney Cure to any
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo and investigation
to inspect and in- one suffering from kidney or bladder
be
entitled
as
may
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day.
trouble."
For sale bv The Irelsnd
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to estigate them, and citizens entitled
Pharmacy,
an
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- tn information can have such at
Goods, Laces and Embroideries.
iae richest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address
proper times, but with all proper re
strictions. U uiese special agtuus ' I SALK OF TIMBRK, Washington, 1). C, June
marked outside ';Bul.
of the opinion that they are here to it.'"'ejle
I
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I iiraoer marked 'or
cutting by the forest otti
on
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45 acres to
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There
area
set
he
certain
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of
about
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MANUFACTURES OF
be designated by the forest officers, located
nothing to hide and nothing to coiv on the north side of North Deer TrailCauon,
DEADER IN
approximately parts or sees. zt aud 32, T.
ceal.
Every transaction of every in
29 N., K. 7 E., N. M. P. M. within the Jemo
ericas Filigree
of
Territorial
government
National
the
branch
Forest, New Mexico, estimated to
Watches, Clock Jewelry
feet. B. M. log scale, of live yellow
257 San Frarvelsnc Street
is on record and the records are here. be 170,0011
white fir and Douglas lir and 15,000 feet
pine,
In the case at issue. II. O. Bursum n, M. log scale, of dead timber, more or lers.
and Hani Painted China.
I
D'd ot less than SS per M . fl
u.f Mmr Mavinn fnr; I be considered,
v. m,
aud a deposit of WOO must be
to
K.King, Fiscal Agent, Forest
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. N&v&ho Bugs (and In- - accounting and settlement of the fund sent
Washlna-tonice.
Sen
fnr
DC. Timber
known as the convicts' earnings fund submitted to the Forester.
dlan Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail
upon
claims is exempted from sale. The
during Mr. Bursum s administration valid to
246 San Francisco St Santa Fe, N. 11.
all bids is reserved. For
right
any
reject
of the penitentiary for seven years, further information itni rpfrnlnflnnu cnv.
McMillan, Forest
the court records show that this is erning sales address Koss
Blanket, Baiketa, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work
supervisor, santaFe, hew Mexico.
rules
'
the
accordance
with
in
11. (JABTBH.
U.
ending
Opala, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
Acting Forester
OUU MOTTO: .To Have the
and practices of the courts or rew
0f Everythlnf In Ow Lin.
Mexico in the district, court for Socorro County; that the matter of tak
ing testimony therein was referred to
ii luiereneu uu mould Know
referee, one of the best and most
about the wonderful
The New Mexican Printing
"A SPECIAL"
Company
iMARVELWhirlinoSpray
eliable accountants, and a citizen and
to prepared to do the best
new Vnclnal
lb
of brier
PABST'S BLUE RIBBON" The Beer of Quality.
jrlnie.
For
sick
folks.
Your
attention is work in
man of high standing, namely
Ueit Molt conven
short order and at very reasient. It cle&niei
to
called
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP.
the
fact
our
that
tes
whiskey
Charles V. Safford, and that such
is bought In bond and purity is abso- onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
timony has been taken in a most care AiR your rtrugfrlit for it.
have their briefs printed
ua cannot
tut
rapidly and
lutely guaranteed.
ful and thorough manner; this testi it
acceot
MAKVKL.mppiy
and to present them to the
correctly
94.
other, hnt Mnd itjimn for
THE
Telephone
CLUB.
somecovers
it is understood,
Ulnstratcl hook aeileil. Tt rlTM
Supreme Court now In session here
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA i . i SANTA FE, N. M mony,
namo.uitrii and mrentloui in- on time, should call on the New Mexthing like six hundred pages of type- rail
tftluattle to lndiei. MAKVEL (!0.
Blank certificates of births and
written matter; the Territory was W Kn.t S8d Htreet, NW YUBK.
deaths required to be furnished by ican Printing Company.
duly represented and the testimony
physicians, midwlves, nurses and other
and the report of the referee filed
attendants at such occurrences, for HO FOR CLIFF DWELLERS
with the proper official of the court
sale at the New Mexican Printing OfParties outfitting for the Cliff Dwell-ing- s
on Saturday last. The testimony and
&
fice. Low rates and in
quantities to
should not forget a basket o
the report are now in the files of the
suit. Either in the English or Span- liquid
SINGERS
$10
$10
refreshments. No charge for
court Bubject to the order of the court.
ish languages.
All orders will re- packing.
LIFE
Another Attempt at Conspiracy
'
ceive prompt attention
Telephone 94.
If OH SALI
THE CLUB.
The matter .of what is called the 'A
permanent improvement fund of the 'A
The New Mexican Printiug Company claims to do the beak
Territorial penitentiary, is not in the
A6ENCY AMERICAN SURETY CO.
printing and binding in the Territorysays it makes a specialty
SEWING MACHINES
case at all. It may be that in the
of better grades of printing and binding caters
"
case, of .this fund the United States
(Sicosd Hand)
particularly to
is interested because the fund was de
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
rived from the sale of public lands
better than the averagedoes not claim to be the
cheapest in tho
donated by the United States for the
Call Early At
does claim tlat its work is
but
Territory,
worth
the priw
always
permanent improvement of the Terasked for it, and this price is based on accurate
ritorial prison. But this is not at is- 5 C
of thb
knowledge
I11GEB
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
sue, competent attorneys say, In the K l)
case of Hi O. Bursum versus the Ter
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
X 3S
X X X St KXXX
ritory of New Mexico in which the
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.
in
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Santa Fe Livery Stable
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ADOLPH

ELIG

S

MAN

fair-minde- d

LADiES rjUSLIJj

-

UNDERWEAR

White

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
0o

ADOLPH SELIGM AN

Proprietor.

1

J. - 1

H. C. Yontz

JEWELRY

xc.i.j,

OUR PLAGE
OTTO RETSCH,

(o.

.

iniQ

FIRE,

Evory Woman

Proprietor.

COMPANY

AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE

TWO SINGER

Surety Bonds

Judicial and Fidelity Bonds

6

Laughlln Block

SANTA FE, N. M,

Mm

vares

B'

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

J. W. MAYES

and

PBICE SIO
STUM

m

curies

1

PACE FOUR

IHE

SANTA

yi

j

c

J J bis

7W

111

SWEET

GREAT

J

V

1

J

f

ftPERSONAL

TROUSERS

L

MEXICAN. SANTA

1

It is not only Advertising that made the SWEET
ORR TROUSERS, Famous. It is the fit, durability
and the satisfaction. We carry a full line of them and
they will be sold at a low price. Try a pair and you
will be convinced.

FE.N.M,
ESTABLISHED 1856.

1907.

18,

INCORPORATED

1903.

Captain of Mounted Police Fred
Fornoff returned to the Capital last
night from Albuquerque,

I

SELIGMA H BROTHERS CO.

Attorney A. B. Renehan returned
last evening from Taos where he has
been for the past week on legal busi-

I

SPECIAL
MID SUMMER SALE
Commencing Monday July i

Mexico.

A Great Reduction will be
Made on Following Goods

Why isuffei with

LINGERIE SHIRTWAISTS
LADIES' HATS
WHITE PARASOLS
MISSES READY MADE DRESSES
LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S
WHITE CANVASS OXFORDS
FIGURED LAWNS AND DIMITIES
MEN'S CLOTHING
MEN'S STRAW HATS

painwnen

LINIMENT

i
iimr
mil
WILL LlmL

8

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALD?, ETZ.,
0. A. Frlodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes : "I use Ballard's Snow

Liniment for my 1'io.mily. It
the best Liniment made.

Is

It relieves burns andscaldts.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. IiOUIS,

MO.,

Sold and Recommended

SELIGPN

by

RSCHER DRUG CO.
Miss Pain, of Kansas City, Missouri,
sister of Mrs. Frost, and Grahme H.
Mrs. Tarkington and their three chilFrost, son of Colonel Frost, arrived
last evening from the East and will dren left this imorning for Las Vegas.
be at the Frost residence for the next They are driving overland In an army
ambulance which is part of the equipmonth.
ment, of the Territorial
National
John II. Kirby, chief clerk to Gen
Guard and will be used at the camp
eral Manager W. S. Hopewell of the of
instruction next week In the
New Mexico Fuel and Iron Company,
Meadow City, A team of mules was
returned today from a business trip hired from a local merchant.
Our values in woolens are unexcelled
to Hasan, where the mines of the
in fact they are the best on the marWilliamson Price, of Edwards, Miscompany are located.
who has been spending the
sissippi,
ket, and yet we are not high-priceof
Lake
Miss Katherine Patterson,
weeks In Santa Fe on a
three
past
Forest, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago,
If you want to be in line for the
pleasure
expects to remain a
trip,
is expected to arrive In Santa Fe to
Fourth of July with the, steeliest and
month or so longer. Mr. Price is a
night and will be the guest while here business man at Edwards and Is so
nobbiest Suit you ever owned, come-nowof her brother, J. W. Patterson, day
enamored of Santa Fe's magnificent
Save money by taking advantclerk of the Hotel Claire.
climate that he has made arrangeMisses Luckenbach, Zane, Hogan
age of this 15 per cent reduction while
ments to spend the remainder of the
and Adams, the latter two of Sun
it lasts.
summer here. He has apartments at
mount, Dr. F. E. Mera and H. H
the Claire Hotel.
Dornian left this morning via the
John L. Cowan a journalist of repu&
Rio Grande Railroad to join
Denver
the party from Santa Fe camping in tation and ability, left this morning
the cliff dwelling region near Buck' for Ojo Caliente which place he will
visit for the purpose of gathe-in- g
maman.
for
Chief of Police James H. McHughes terial and takrng photographs
has returned from 1as Vegas where magazine articles wherein the hot
will be
he has been during the past week in springs and surroundings
Mr.
'will
Cowan
treated.
the
visit
i iDrrvrn man wnow nn rn
stalling the targets at the range of
i.tiv r.nnr.e unnup im
tut
vm
vain vai uvuvo uuuou in titc
iuu pttv
laa lbuvcuji aau mvoi ur-i- u mtd
the New Mexico National Guard pre various Indian pueblos in Taos, Rio
and Santa Fe counties for
paratory to the camp of instruction Arriba
which will be held there beginning similar purpose before returning to
Santa Fe.
next Sunday.
Mrs. F. A. Jones and children, who
of
M.
A.
Jack
.1.1
Mrs.
Brook, formerly
.jb
LiJimi
piimiiMMmii
have been residents of Albuquerque,
sonville, Illinois, was among the ar
rivals last evening in Santa Fe. She for several years left yesterday for
Miswill make this city her home In the their old home in Southwest.
souri
WHITER GROCERY GO.
will
in
reside
where
the
they
future. Mrs. Brook is the mother of
Is taken on account
future.
This
step
with
is
connected
H. H. Brook, who
cf the ill health of Mrs. Jones. Pro
the Ramon Land and Lumber Comfessor F. A. Jones, her husband, will
pany at Buckman.
remain in New Mexico and will be
D. D. Bronson of Albuquerque, chief
in mining and inspecting
engaged
FOR
inspector of the Bureau of Forestry, mining properties wherever his serNew
of
for the district composed
vices may be needed in this Territory
Mexico and Arizona, who has been and Arizona.
Fruits And Vegetables
official
business, left
in the city on
last night for the Duke City. He
(Continued oo Page Eight.)
of All iiflds in
will return next week to attend the
rangers' meeting here.
DeWitt's Little Early Risers. Small,
Mrs. E. C, Rice, of Kansas City,
Season.
safe pills. Sold by The Ireland
Insure,
Missouri, Mrs. Gray Alexander, of
S.
W.
Pharmacy.
Warden,
dependence, Missouri;
r.f Kansas City, Missouri, and R. M.
rLe New Mexican Printing Ooro
Fields, of Lee's Summit, Missouri,
has the largest, most modern
pany
of
homeseekers
who
a
party
comprised
best
and
arranged book bindery in the
arrived in the city last night and left
Tli best kind of work
Southwest.
for
the
Estancia
this afternoon
Valley,
out.
Prices very low aw
turned
Li
only
where they Intend locating.
If you havv
satisfaction
guaranteed.
A
Felipe B. Delgado and family will books to
bind, whether the largest
leave tomorrow morning for Espanola
or journal, or magazines and
where they go to attend the marriage ledger
or need any other binding
pamphlets
to
Pablo
Miss
of their son,
Delgado,
call for figures, samples and prices of
Sophia Serna, which will take place the New Mexican
Printing Company.
Monday at San Juan. They will be The company is anxious to serve you
II S. E. Corner
Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
to
Mrs.
Espanola by
accompanied
and will give you satisfactory rates.
Julian Martinez and Sophia Creamer.
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington,
in
i
The New Mexicau Printing Com
pany has on hand a large supply ol
writing tablets and scratch pads salt
able for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 ceats a pound
aud cheaper If ordered in larger quae
titles. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
and you are getting double
obtainable,
O'Neill-James
Co.
The
of Chicago,
when bulng.
your
Boney' w
the
dealers in Talking
These
Mexico.
of
New
Territory
Machines, has placed us in a position
ment of legal blanks In vogue in tbe
to give to every family who trades at
our store, one of the
A well decoiateJ window makes
good showing to people taking in tb
GRAND BUSY BEE OISC
sights, but advertising your wares In
the New Mexican makeb a bette:
showing and attracts mort attention

Swell dressers 5IIOU1

JULY

THURSDAY,

MENTION

ness.
George M. Klnsell and son, Dillman
Klnseil will leave next Sunday ,on a
visit to Columbus, Ohio, the former's
boyhood home.
Miss McDougall, who has been visiting relatives at Buckman, arrived In
the city last evening en "route to her
home at Muscatine, Iowa.
Frank Dibert, assistant secretary
and treasurer of the Santa Fe' Central Railway returned today from Albuquerque where he has been since
Monday.
Deputy Treasurer C. A. Baca, of Socorro County, and his brother, E. E.
Baca, also of Socorro, are visiting In
the city for a few days and are guests
at the home of Marcelino Alderete.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark and Professor W. 'E.
Garrison, were among the visitors
Sunday at the annual fiesta of Cochiti
pueblo. They made the trip overland.
Miss Helen Walsh of Portsmouth,
Ohio, arrived last night in Santa Fe
and will be the guest during the remainder of the summer of her uncle
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. J. P, Lyng.
Judge Edward A, Mann, presiding
judge of the Sixth Judicial District,
and Mrs. Mann, have returned to their
home at Alnmogonlo, after an extendof
ed bridal tour of the Republic

tv nail1

4r

FIT .NEW

BROS.

P. O. Box 219.
For

for"LAMM"

Half a

Century

the

CO.

Phone No. 36.

0

Leading Dry Goods

House

in

toe City.

TAILORING

CHARLES

Furniture Company.

d.

NATHAN

New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered
Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

COFFEE

A SPECIALTY.
306--

SALMON

Sao Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phone

4

Mini.

"

8

'Phone

N.

10.

1.

Just Received
Large Car of

A

FURNITURE
CUT PRICES
In Everything for 30 Days
QUEENSWARE, HARDWARE,
RANGES,
STOVES,
RUGS,
AND PICTURE FRAMES.

PRICE $3.00.

CALL AND GET PRICE&

D. S.

LOWITZKI.

P. v. BUTTER
Specialty.

IvetrkdihmwllA
Plata,

I

f

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S. BLUISIrX
out,

Records,

well-know- n

Talking Machines
ABSOLUTELY

FREE

This machine is equipped with all
the latest improvement
Mobley's Wonderful Sound Box and
Morning Glory Horn that glveB a
wonderful volume of music, reproduc
ing the human voice in all Its rich, sweet tones. In addition to giving you the Grand Busy Beo Disc
Talking Machine Free, we are g olng to give with additional purchases one of the Busy Bee Disc Records
Free. We a&k vou to call and Inspect our complete line of goods, and assure you full value for every dolBE SURE AND ASK FOR COUPONS.
lar spent at our store.

HARDWARE CO.

HARDWARE AND PLUMBING
228 San Francisco St. Santa Ft, N.

We are giving away on cf these high grade machines Free with
record with each additional $5.00
$50.00 in coupons and a
In cupo
Call in and ee thla machine and hear some excellsnt

M. music.

The New Mexican Printing. Company is prepared to furnish cards de
on
frlslte for ladles or gentlemen
short notice, dn first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
printed. Call on the New Mexican
Printing Company.

The New Mexican Printing Companj
Is prepared to furnish cards de rislte
for ladles or gentlemen on short notice, In first class style at reasonable
prices, either aigraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Co
If rou cannot afford to pay tor
dally paper, subscribe for the Weeklj
New Mexican' Review and get the
cream of the week's doing? It is t
good pspe ' to send to your friends

2uFQ-:R,- .

The following coupon properly filled
will bring you our complete
Talking Machine literature, illustrating the different styles of machines, giving titles of
the thousands of Victor

FREE!

WOOD-DAVI- S

AND

UNDERTAKING

WWII

WHITE
HOUSE

WAGNER

I

1

'

X.

.a 'A

bands,

songs,

stories, solos, etc. Also
quoting prices and
j
of our liberal plan
tell-ln-

of selling machines on
easy payments. Fill in,
cut it out, and mail today.
THE

:

MUSIC

COMPANY,
California Street,
Denver, Colo.

(625-3- 1
'

"

'P"J,)iJ

Gentlemen:

,

... n

'"

You may send me your Illustrated Talking Machine
In the Dally and Weekly Santa

literature, as per yoi'r advertisement
Fe Now Mexican.

Name.
Address.

f

1

THURSDA

i

JULY

1907,

18,

7

SJUk tfA

MINOR

?ipedals

July
FTT
ATS

I

7 STRAW

$3 50
2 50

"

75

7

1

100

I $1 50

$2 85
1 50
1 25
65c

25
75c
50c
50c

1

35c
60c
35c
25c

M

WASH

Underwr From $1.00 Per Suit to
Best ate lowest Prices.

$4.50. All Kinds and

the

SUITS TO ORDER THAT ARE RIGHT

n

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
certificates

ON

op deposit and savings accounts.

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable

papers

of any

kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of rur
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
papers will be safe in our fireproof

vault?

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset we have in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

Reliability is our watchword and every sale

only

after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like

we

j

Harry Stevens, aged 42, both of
Madrid.
The regular weekly
meeting of
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
will be held this evening at Odd Fellow's Hall at 7:30 o'clock. Sojourning
Odd Fellows are Invited to visit.
Secretary A. M. Dettlebach of the
New Mexico Association of Firemen,
reports responses from the lire departments of Roswell, Las Vegas, Las
Cruces, fiarlsbad and the American
Lumber Company's team, Albuquerque, and entries of teams for the Territorial tournament to be held here
in September.
The annual meeting of the Santa
Fe Board of Trade will be held tomorrow evening at 8 o'clock and as
this is the most important meeting of
the year it Is urged that every member should be present. Other citizens
who are Interested in the welfare and
upbuilding of Santa Fe are cordially
invited to unite with the Doard of
Trade in carrying on this work.
A meeting of tho local committee
which has charge of the arrangements
for the forthcoming convention and
tournament of New Mexico Firemen's
Association, will be held at 8 o'clock
this evening at Firemen's Hall. Plans
for the meeting will be discussed and
the initiative will be taken looking
towards a merchants' carnival In connection with the gathering of the fire
laddies. All citizens interested in the
'project are invited to be present.
The following visitors have registered since Sunday at the rooms of
the Historical Society: F. W. Gates,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Frank R. Lake,
George McGregor, Durango, Colorado;
F. ,T. Barbee, Mrs. Barbee, Mcintosh;
T. If. Jones, Clinton, Missouri; J. E.
Jacks, St.. Louis; Homer A. Scott. New
York; A. Sterm, Kansas; B. T. Broad-burn- ,
Pittsfield, Illinois; C. A. Mather,
Manhattan, Kansas; Mrs. S. F. Allen,
Miss Edith M. Allen, Oakland, Cali
fornia; W. K. Pruvine, Redlake, Cali
fornia; C. F. Jnoeppel, Chicago: Ed
gar H. B. Chew, Mrs. Irene M. Chew,
Philadelphia; .Otto Kress, New York;
W, G. Ogle, Las Vegas; Mrs. J. L.
Bonham, Las Cruces; F. R. Rhia, Dal
las, Texas; Edward Lodholz, Jacob H.
Walker, Philadelphia: E. R. Johnston,
Dessie Johnston, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; Guy R. McDonald, Oklahoma
Water-loo- ,
City, Oklahoma; F. R. Asqulth,
Iowa; Fletcher Dunham, Ponca
DenCity, Oklahoma; H. C. Starback,
ver; Edgar D. Randolph, Lafayette,
Indiana.

It

is a

(Continued un Page Eight)

Kennedy's

Laxative

Cough

H.S.WC0.

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
Try a Pail of,

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES SINGLE
BUGGIES. SURRIES, HACKS.

CAPITAL COFFEE
Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

Pet Pail $1.00

CALL UP 'PHONE NO. 9
When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

New"

WHOLEWHEAT
BERRIES

'V

OLOSSOW.

GE-3A-S.

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.
Entering and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedule
of "Trains Now In Effect.

No.

Depart from Santa F
No. 720..
No. 722

No. 724..

.......

Station.
8:25 a. m.
4:20 p. m.
7:40 p. in.

connects with Numbers 10
and 2 east and No. 3 limited weat at
:;v;. :, V'V:
Lamy.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west at
1. Southbound leaves Santa Pe
No. 720

Lamy.
2:00 p. m.
,
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
bound arrives Santa
No.
724 connects with No. 7 and 9,
No.
Fe 5:00 p. tn.
westbound, and 4 and 8 eastbound.
' Main Line Via Lamy.
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 426. Eastbound leaves Santa
No,, 7 will stop at all stations. Lamy
Fe 11 a. m.
to Albuquerque to discharge passenNo. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
gers from Santa Fe.
Fe 3:30 p. m.
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m.
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
west a Lamy, waiting only for Wo.
ATCHISON, TOPEKA 4 SANTA
10 from th atih and No. I from (to
iranoh. ,
eaat
Arrive at 8anta Fa 8tatlon.
No. 721
.........11:10 a. m.
C:E0 p. in.
No. 723... .. ...
All the news all the time in the
No. 725
..
..10:66 p. m. New Mexican.

1

0c a Package

......

........
.....

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

HA
ALftUQUMQlML

ILFELD

M. M.

In a Pinch, use ALLEN'S

V10AA, ft. H.

LAM

FuOT-EAS-

,,

Cent..

10c a Package

.

Foot-Ease-

YOURS FOR THE ASKING

j

I

E

N. Y.

j

i

Syrup, Contains no opiates. It drives
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowels. Contains Honey
and Tar and tastes nearly as good as
maple syrup. Children like it. Sold
by The Ireland Pharmacy.
The New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers,
merchants and also for home use,
which will be cleaned out at 10 cents
a pound and cheaper if ordered in
larger quantities. These tablets are
made from the odds and ends of the
best paper obtainable, and you are
getting double your money's worth
when buying.

j

j

j

As un evidence, of our appreciation of your trade we will give
cash customers who trade with us to the amount
of $30.00 or more, the Beautiful Gold Clock illustrated here.' It
is an excellent lime piece, finely eased in beautifully wrought metal,

TO AND FROM, ROSWELL.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at. Torrnnf-- for TCnswpll claUv.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noou. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m., and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
$5.80 and between Torrance and Ros
well $10. Reserve seats on automo
bile by wire.
J. W. STOCKARD.
Manager Automobile Line.

Fl'EE TO ALL

heavily gold plated and is absolutely guaranteed. No increase in
prices on goods, no strings to the gift, nothing to buy or borrow
to make it ruu or to give you honest service. Just see us in regard
to one of these beautiful clocks,
THINK IT OVER. If you are in need of anything in Hardware, Queensware, Tin or Oraniteware, Plumbing, Stoves, Eanges,
Tents, Covers or Camp Equipment, Wagons or Buggies, Harness
or Saddlery, Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Kalsomine, Wall Paper, Win
dow Glass, Guns, Ammunition, Pishing Tackle, Baseball Outfits
or Furniture, you should see us, for we have the largest and most
complete stock in the city, Prices are right and we can save you

Subscribe for the Diilj Kiw Mexi
can and get the news.

money.

OUR PLUMBIXG DEPARTMENT IS UNEXCELLED

'Phone No. S3. Mail orders given prompt attention and ihe
same careful treatment, low prices and courtesy as if you came to
our store. Try us.
'PHONE NO. 83.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN

LEGAL BLANKS.
Authority 4o Gaoner, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Recor- Replevin Bond, 2 sheet
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
e
J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c
4
sheet.
Execution,
Coal Declaratory Statenenr with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-Mi- n
eral Affidavit, 2 sheet.
2
sheet.
Affidavit,

CQLOBHDQ BHD CBLIFQRHlfl

240-Pag-

1--

FHUITS OF DLL KINDS

SUP!'
YOU HIT THE RIGHT

FEED

when you strike this establishment.
We handle nothing but
FIRST-CLAS-

FLOUR

AND

FEHSD.

Those who have 'ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain
If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

LEO

1--

NIMBI

1--

FISH BAIT WANTED.

.

F90D.

HERSCH

Wholesale and R etail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ICECREAM!
am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
and Ices in any quantity. Call up
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
prices. If possible send in orders 24
or 48 hours In advance.
E. C. JAMES.
I

Non-Miner-

!(.

PROMPT ATTENTION.

Everything in Hardware

Cured Three of the Family With One
Bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"I purchased a bot le of phamber-Iain'- s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy, and found it to be all claimed
for It In the advertisements.
Three
of the family have used it with good
results in summer complaint." H. E.
Rowe, publisher of .the Press, HighFor sale by all
land, Wisconsin.
druggists.

1--

'PH09E

M.

E

Ladies can wear shoes one size,
.
smaller after using Allen's
It makes tight or new shoes fed easy;
gives instant relief to corns an.l
bunions. It's the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Cures swollen
feet, blisters, callous and sore spots.
It Is a certain cure for sweating, hot,
and
aching feet. At all Druggists
Shoe Stores, 25c. Don't accept any
substitute.
For FREE trial package.
also Free Sample of the FOOT-Eho'
a new invention
Sanitary CORN-PAD- ,
address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Rey,

For constipation there is nothing
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasont movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable effect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free.
Sold by all druggists.

FOOD
121-- 2

ROtA, ft.

once.

PRICE'S CELERY
Was

eo,

AHTA

Constipation.

orth

FE-Lam- y

Prepared to Fill Small or Large Orders for Anything in

Take the Postmaster's Word for it.
Mr. F. M. Hamilton, postmaster at
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps a so a stock of
general merchandise and patent medi
cines.
"Chamberlain's
He says:
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
is standard here In its line. It never
fails to give satisfaction and we could
hardly afford to be without it." For
sale bv all druggists.
,

Breakfast Food

.0.

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

Bad Burn Quickly Healed.
"I am so delighted with what Chamberlain's Salve has done for aie that
I feel bound to write and tell you so,"
says Mrs. Robert Mytton, 457 John
St., Hamilton, Ontario.
"My little
daughter had a bad burn on her knee.
I applied Chamberlain's Salve and it
healed beautifully." This salve allays the pain of a burn almost instantly. It is for sale by all druggists.

great

this.' Every article carries with

PAQE PIVE

MLFELB)

,

Use

5. M.

CITY TOPICS

make is closed

it our guarantee.

SC13TTT7

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

Avouch.
A daughter was 'born
yesterday to
Mr. and Mrs. Evarlsto Duran at their
home on lower San Francisco Street.
This is their eleventh child.
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo Issued a marriage license yesterday to
Mrs. Emma Washington, aged 40, and

I

$J 25

TIES
"
"
"

NUTVV

'Hie irfant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jose V. Gutierrez .Is reported as being
quite sick.
The Woman's Auxiliary will meet
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at half
past two with .Miss Simmons,
Dr. J, 11. Sloan has removed his
office from the Catron block to the
corner of Palace
and
Washington

"FT1'

HATS

FE

HENRY KRICK
Sole Agent for

leap's

St. Louis Beer

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
The only first-clasin city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first-clasartists ; :
s

...
......

:

Electrical Baths .
$1.50
.25
Other Baths
Parlors located West Side Plan
W. II KERR. Pf onrietoi

All kinds of Mineral Water
If going fishing next week, a very
And
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer.
Blaik Butchers'
of
outfit
will
be
a
necessary part
your
Mall orders promptly filled. 'Phone 38. cates for sale by
gallon or two of pure snake juice:
THE CLUB.
.
Montezuma Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M. Prlntlot Company.
Telephone 94.

Certit
ev Mekicai

Shi jplnjt

tt
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTA)
& PACIFIC

Santa Fe Central

18,

RAILWAY

1907.

C9

Palace.
J. 'P. Doherty, San Francisco; C. J.
Dawe, Denver; O. K. Logle and sister,
Kansas City; T. J." Tonge, Estancla;
J. W. Gray, Chicago; E. J. Stahl,
Omaha; William K. Preston, Chicago.
Claire.
E. D. Randolph, Lafayette, Indiana;
Wells Fargo Express
907.
H. B. Wiley, Sllverton, Colorado; Mrs.
Effective
June 9,
Sunday,
R. G. MeDougal, Buckman; Miss
No. 81
North Bound
South Bound
Distance
H.
H. Traiu
Muscatine,
Iowa;
Tr'liiNoSC
Mon.. Wed., Train No. 1
from
STATIC
Train No. 2 Mon. Wed.
R.
F.
WatKatun
Station!.
No 1 Ml
Dully
Altl No 2
Buckman;
Asquith,
Friday
Brook,
Daily
Friday
"7 00 am
4 00 pm
t HV i ft.
uatiaa
erloo, Iowa; Mrs. M. A. Brook, Jackrt 35
12 in pm
7 Hf am
I V CLIFTON HOTTfcf1
4 23 pm
pm
2 UUp
ii Lv.,..,StuUPe...AlT
7,UW 6 ou p
S7
Y.
11
E.
6
15 ni
Lv
am
CO
o't
7
Illinois;
'
4 43 pm
Park, Georgia;
sonville,
am
3 10 p !!:
Leaves,. PRESTON
Kftuuedy.... "" 8,050 3 50 p
5 4" pm
11 40 am
fi 00
ieave
8
20
4 IB p 11 "
2
AV
am
6,870
Staulev ...
pm
li p
A. D. Mulford, St. Joseph, Missouri;
20
f KOEHLER Jct,...Ar
5 20 pm
11 00 am
R 20
17 p
4: p
"
Morlurt ... " 8.250
pm
HI. C. Knoll,
Kansas City; W. M.
5 07 p Bl
Mcintosh... " 8,17ft 2 30 p
ft 10
Vjm
Jl
23
Ar,
pm
.KOEHLKR.
listnuoia.... " 8,140 1 13 p
if 10 am
5J0p 0t81 ""
Bickel, Blackrock; O, L. Drake, Es
"33"
8 10 am
rAr
f f F0 pm
VKRMKJfl..
Wlllard..." 8,126 Ui 4l p
4 05 pm
10 IB am
22p
611 am
t
9
15
6
Lv
41
S.
CKBPfMlfWll
W.
pm
Warden, Kansas City;
7 5Up 11B Arr....Torrauo.,Lve 6,4Vr U 15 a
tancla;
3 45 pm
9 53 am
10 !0 am
6 30
Ar: ::
47
;:; :v..:c,,vi
pin
Mis3 15 pm
R. M. Fields, Lee's Summit,
9 35 am
11 30 am
CO
2 40 pm
12 20
UTE PARK.,
Ar
pm
1 40
souri; Mrs, E. C' Price, 'Kansas City;
Freight, Passenger and Steamship
pm
Trains
Nog.
Distance
Mrs.
Alexander,
business.
Independence,
Gray
Nos
VO
17 and
Trains
from
18 and 21
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Missouri; W. E. Cox, Lawton,
Tues, Thurs
STATIONS
Des
Tues. Thurs
Moines
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Saturday
Saturday
Normandie.
7 CO am
Denver & Rio Orande Railroad, and
17
I.AAVna
49
TI IV
2 20 pm
7 0 am
42
'
.
L.
.'ci JPTON HOUSE JUNCTION VjiUS
Lea e
D.
Vorhies, Oscosta, Washington;
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail8 C5 am
I.AI.VA
31
pm
i1 00
riTvuiunn.i.
Soud-ers- ,
G.
H.
15 pm
Towith
B,
30
L,
Amnion,
Madrid;
At
Atchison,
25
am
way.
Kennedy,
Leave
THOMPSON
12 40
8
am
22
pin
Leave
J. H. English, Fred Smith, W. C.
VIGIL
peka & Santa Fe Railway. At Tor12 25 pm
9 2S am
11
VJeave
Leave
Pirrrv vpn'k'u
11 40 am
10 00 am
Smith. Olathe, Colorado; J. W. Stew
eave
rance with El Paso & Southwestern
Arrive
DKS M'lINEh.
11 00 am
.cave
art, wife and son, Artesia; H. L. Connects with KI
System.
10 p.
Connects
PSso
SonVhweVter
El
5
with
M.V ft 8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Mattox, Moriarty.
R. train
Coronado.
General Freight and Passenger Agent,
..
. v
v ii a ilia nus, i, buu if,
a. uukmah.uv Pass.Aift.
A. Morgan, Pueblo;
J. W. Kelly,
Ratol New Mexico.
W.
C.
M.
E.
Roberts,
Denver;
Doane,
E. A. Kincaid, Tulsa, Indian TerriGeorge Bradford,
Augusta,
tory;
SIGHTS OF SANTA FE masters, Reredo behind altar was Kansas; A. H. Baker, Pueblo; G. W.
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
erected by Governor del Valle and his Barton, Moriarty;
Lyttleton Lewis,
wife In 17G1. Fine old paintings and Cowles.
(A brief outline of Toints of Interest
in and about the City of Santa Fe. rich vestments in rear of Cathedral.
TO
MASONIC.
From here start annually the famous
A Guide for Tourists.)
A clfeanslng,
clean, cooling, sooth
and
tho
Chrlstl
De
historic
Corpus
(July, 1907.)
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and NevacL-T- o
ing, healing household remedy Is De- Montezuma Lodge, No.
,.
The Plaza. Under the care of the Vargas processions. In rear of altar Witt's Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
1, A. F. 41 A. M. ReguDenver, Colorado Springs and
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate two Franciscan Friars, murdered by Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
lar communication first camped and set up the banner of the Indians, are buried.
Pueblo is Via the
V
On CaMonday of eacn month Spain in 1598. Here the Pueblos in
Archbishop's .Residence.
at Masonic Hall at the uprising of 1C80 burned the ar- thedral Street.
PRETTY WEDDING
7:30 p. m.
chives and historical records of the
Bishop's Residence. On Cathedral
AT AB1QUIU
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
Province.
Here De Vargas halted in Street. A Ijoining is the beautiful
historic Miss Geronima Quintana
with
harden"
ALAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
triumph after taking the city from the "Bishop's
Becomes
Pueblos in 1092. Here General Kearny spring, lakelets and fine orchard.
San L uis valley; also to the
Through the
Bride of Daniel M. Chavez-Ev- ent
1846.
Santa Fe Chapter, No. planted the Stars and Stripes In
Mission
School
for
San Joan country of Colorado.
Presbyterian
Largely Attended.
Most o:! the thrilling historical and Girls Grant Avenue.
Regu1, R. A. M.
to the New
(Special
Correspondence
For information as to rUes, train service, deslar convocation second gala events for the past three hun
Mexican.)
The Mary Jiames Mission School
here.
have
dred
centered
years
'
criptive literature, etc., call on or address
Monday of each month
Abiquiu, N. M July 18. The old
The Old Palace. Without doubt the for Boys. On Federal Street.
at Masonic Hall at
9
mission
at
church
at
Abiquiu
8. K. HOOPER, Q. P. A T. A
The Santa Fe High School. On the
F. H. McBRIDB, Agent.
oldest governmental building In the
7:30 p. m.
o'clock Monday morning the 15th in
Denver, Cola
United States. Date of construction Old Fort Marcy Military Reservation
Santa Fa, N. M.
S. SPiTZ, H. P.
staut, jras the scene of an unusually
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occu- famous in military annals and after
pretty wedding when Geronima Quifr
pied as executive building by Gover abandonment granted to the City of tana and Daniel XI.
Chavez, were uni
school
for
Fe
purposes,
public
Santa Fe Commandery No, nors under the Spanish, the Pueblo, Santa
ted in the holy bonds of matrimony
Mexican
American
the
and
On
The Garita.
the hill below and by Rev. Father
regime.last
1, K. T.. Regular conclave
Senioan, parish priest
second Saturday In each occupied as a residence by the present west of Fort Marcy. Ancient Spanish of this place, and El RHo.
fortress along walls of which mil
Acting Governor James Wallace
month at Masonic Ha'.',
The bride was beautifully gowned
Ceded by the Federal govern' factors and traitors were execute!. Ad
7:30 p. m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
in white silk and the groom wore the
ment to the Territory, the present joining oldest cemetery In the United
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
conventional black, while the wedding
owner, but which has voted to recede States.
march was played by Adeliada Gon
it to the Federal government as
The Capitol. Dedicated 1900 replac zales, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom- Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, National Monument. It is at present
that destroyed by incendiaries In aa Gonzales.
AM, KINDS OF BU1XDING MATERIA X,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted occupied by the postofflce, the Histor- ing
1892. AH Territorial offices and Ter
At 11 o'clock a reception was held
Cord
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets ical Society Museum, the Daughters of
and
Stove Weed Extra Diy, Cul to Fit YctrStove
ritorial library in building. Fine view at the home of the bride's parents
on the third Saturday of each month the American devolution and the Terof city and mountains from dome. In The dining room was
prettily decorat
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in ritorial Republican Central CommitCERRILLOS
I
Delivered to Any
Capitol park are to be found larger e;l with flowers of the seasons.
In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. tee,
HAG
and
AN
in
trees
of
than
other
any
variety
of the City
the evening a dance concluded the
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corThe Historical Society Museum.
park in New Mexico.
festivities.
Over one hundred guests
I
TRANSFER
dially Invited to attend.
and
In Old Palace. Open free to visitors,
TORAGE; We Haul Evetylhirg Movable
TEN MINUTES' WALK FROM
were present. Among those from out
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
Phone 35 Santa Fe. Branch OHice and Yards at Cerrillos, N. M,
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on
PLAZA.
town
of
were:
Nabor
Chavez, and
Venerable Master.
San Miguel's Church. On College wife; John Sargent and wife, El'Rito
weekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m. on Sundays.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
Contains fine collection of New Mex- Street. Believed to be oldest church
Henry Grant, New York; Fernando
ico antiquities and the most complete building "In the United States still
Delgado and family; and many others
I. O. O. F.
library of books relating to the history used for public worship. Built either from Santa Fe.
of the Southwest to be found in the in 1598 or 1607. Destroyed in 1692.
The bride is the youngest daugli
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. 1. O. O. F., United States outside of the
Rebuilt in 1710. Renovated in recent ter of Mr, and Mrs. D. N. E. Quin
CongresIn
Odd
meets every Thursday evening
sional Library.
years. In rear of auditorium stands tana, having grown to' womanhood In
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
any-v- v
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace. bell cast in Spain in fourteenth cen this place where she is very 'popular
Visiting brothers welcome.
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of tury. Vespers Sunday evenings at 6 with all who know her. The groom
MAX KALTER, N. G.
New
Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key o'clock, attended by Christian Broth- is f:ne of El 'Rito's best vouner men
LEO HERSCH, V. G.
ers and pupils of adjoining Saint
given to visitors at the postofflce.
After a short wedding trip the
DAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza Michael's College. At other times, ad- young couple will be at home to their
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD. -Erected by the Territory. Much criti- mission 25 'cents. Adjoining Is the friends in El Rito.
B. P. O. E.
cized because It refers to the Confed- oldest cemetery in tho Southwest.
erates as Rebels.
Saint Michael's College. On ColSanta Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
In
Fountain.
Plaza.
Erected
lege Street. Oldest school for higher
Lamy
holds its regular session on the second
Board
In mem- education of boys west of Missouri.
of
Woman's
Trade
by
333
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
ory of the late Bishop Lamy, who In- Campus includes athletic grounds.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- troduced the orchard
industry at Santa Conducted by Christian Brothers.
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
come.
Fe and surroundings.
Old House. On De Vargas Street
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
: BLANK-The Kearny Monument. In Plaza. opposite San Miguel Church. Tradiof
Erected by the Daughters
the Amer- tion has it that It was built by Pueblo
FRATERNAL UNION.
ican Revolution.
Indians long before Spanish occupa- to Denver, Colorado Snrinas and
tion and was occupied by Onate In
Pueblo, Colorado, and Return.
Masonic
On
Hall.
and
BulUing
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
To Denver and return, $21.10.
159S. It has been continuously occuof
Plaza.
Oldest
side
Masonic
south
Union of America. Regular meetings
lo Colorado Springs and return
rst and third Mondays In each month Lodge in the Southwest. Many inter- pied since but upper story was rein
moved
recent
$18.15.
while
in
room.
interior
historic
relics
years
lodge
esting
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall,
To Pueblo and return, $16.35.
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s Kit Carson was a member of this has been frequently renovated. With
out doubt the oldest continuously ocFinal
return, October 31, 1907
lodge.
welcome.
Stop-over- s
allowed at and east of
The Fonda. At southwest corner of cupied house in the United States.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
Guadalupe Church. On Guadalupe Pueblo.
Plaza. End of the historic Santa Fe
GREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
btreet. Over a century old. The altar Low Rates to Chicago, St. Louis and
Trail. Now Exchange Hotel.
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
and those in the sacristy
Kansas City and Return.
WITHIN FIVE MINUTES' WALK paintings
are
of
interest.
especial
On sale July 19, 20 and 21, 1907
COMING.
TNE HOT MONTHS ARE
FROM PLAZA.
WITHIN THIRTY MINUTES' WALK. Final return limit October
31, 1907.
Public
During the summer time, when the
Library. On Washington
OF PLAZA.
out
To Chicago and return, $46.50.
heat seems to take all the "tuck"
Avenue. Built and maintained by the
Fort Marcy. Ruins of old fort
To St. Louis and return, $41.50.
cf you, then is when a nice, cool drink Woman's Board of Trade.
on hill overlooking Santa Fe
erected
To Kansas City and return, $36.00.
of Dr. Lauritzen's Health Table Malt
Federal Building. Headquarters of from
north. Elevation 229 feet above Summer Tourist Rates to
will revive your drooping spirits, tone Federal Land Office, Internal Revenue
Chicago and
Plaza. Commands fine view of city
feel
make
St. Louis and Return.
and
you
system
Mexico
New
for
your
up
Service
and Arizona, and
surroundings much admired
To Chicago and return, $54.75.
like a new person.
(FRAY PATENT)
Surveyor General, Weather, Bureau, President Roosevelt upon his visit by
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOL E MAKERS FOR NEW
to
a. S. KAVTKB ft CO.
To St. Louis and return, $48.10.
Forest Supervisor of Pecos, Jemez and Santa Fe several
MEXICO.
years ago. Good
On sale daily until September 30,
CiTT WOTTLlNtt WORK. Paoa
Taos National Forests, U. S. Attorney
to
road
the top.
wagon
1907. Final return limit October 31
for the Pueblo Indians, and other FedPerer Monument on Agua Frla Road,
"GOOD ROOMS."
1907.
eral officials.
Marks
spot where Governor Perez
fou can get a good room at the
Los Angeles and San Francisco, Call
Kit Carson Monument. In front of was assassinated August 9,
INCORPORATED
1837, by
Hotel NormaaJie at a very moderate Federal
fornla, and Return, Tuesdays,
building.
santo
Indians.
Domingo
month.
or
price, either by the week
The Jourt House. On Palace AveThursdays and Saturdays.
Rosario Chapel and Cemetery,
You will be gainer by calling there,
Los
To
Angeles and return, $41.90.
nue. Contains County Offices and Chapel was built in commemoration
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
To San Francisco and return, $51.90
of retaking of city from the Pueblos
Court Rooms.
Final return limit November 30,
On in 1C92 by DeVargas. This is the ter
Saint Vincent's Sanitarium.
(Homestead Entry No. 5871.)
Stop-over- s
allowed anywhere
minal of the DeVargas procession held 1907.
venue.
Palace
Notice for Publication.
west of Barstow. California. Contin
Vincent's Orphans' Home--On ear!) year In June.
Saint
Department of the Interior,
"alace Avenue.
National Cemetery. Beautifully lo uous passage up to Barstow.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
On Pal- cated commanding a fine view of citv. Jamestown Exposition, Norfolk, Vir
Vincent's
Saint
Hospital.
June 24, 1907.
Burial place of veterans of the Mexiginla, April 26 to Nov 30, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Espl-ridlo- ace Avenue.
O
n
ticket
$88.25
Season
Civil
Loretto
Indian
and
Wars.
can,
Academy.
The only
College
Olibas, of Coyote, N. M., has
west National Cemetery in New Mexico Sixty-da- y
Girls
School
ticket
for
Oldest
$73.60
Street.
filed notice of his intention to make
In and Arizona. "Upon gravestones may Fifteen-da- y
ticket
$57.25
final five year proof .in support of his of the Missouri. Quaint cemetery
PROMPT A1TEKTION GIVEN MAIL OREF.KS
on
be
all
return
tickets
names
limit
rear.
of
the
read
Final
warriors
many
Homestead
claim, viz:
Eairy No.
15y
Nov.
famous
in
Southwestern history.
30, 1907;
tickets,
Loretto Chapel. On College Street,
5871, made July 17, 1900, for the NW
Saint Catherine's Indian School
SANTA FE, N. M
day ticket Nov. 20, 1907.
S
Sec. 25, T. One of the most perfect specimens of
NE
SE
National
Round trip summer tourist rates to
Cemetery.
21 N., R. 2 E and lot 2, Sec. 30, Gothic Architecture in America. Built Opposite
by Sisters of the Holy Sacra Pacific Coast points. Also Arizona,
Township 21 N., Range 3 E., and that from design by French architects.
ment.
Indians from many tribes in British Columbia, Idaho, and MonConvent.
On
Loretto
said proof will be made beforb the
College
attendance.
tana points. Very low rates effective
of
Sisters
Street.
by
at
Receiver
Occupied
Santa
and
Fe,
Register
Indie
United
.States
r
Industrial
dally until September 15, 1907.
N
M., on August 8, 1907.
G. H. DONART,
Roman Catholic Parochial School.
Training School. South of the city,
He names the following witnesses
One of the large Federal Indian
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
Agent A. T. & S. F. Ry.
to prove his continuous residence up- On Water Street.
Cathedral. On Cathedral Square. Schools of the United States with alWe make a specialty ol I'lvVEXOPINO," PRINT
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
SHORT ORDER MEALS.
Seferlno Valdez, Placido Archuleta, Original rtiucture commenced In 1612, most 400 pupils, representing a score
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Glvcm Promp
The oeBt short order moan are now
Florenclo Vigil, Polidoro Olivas, all of destroyed in 1680. Modern structure of tribes.
Attention. Send for Catalogue. ,
South
The
Territorial
lerved at tbe Bon Ton Restau-rait- .
When
to
not
M.
have
N.
being
complete.
complete
Penitentiary.
Coyote,
HOWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY,
twin steeples and to be cruciform. of the city. Well worth half a day's
Tie best enki, and waiter are
MANUEL R. OTERO,
S. Spring St. Los Ancelee, Cel. 510 1.
2t
IroaJway.
.,
employed at 'ill pi m
Register Contains a number of paintings by old visit.
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Denver & Rio Grande Railway
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

Ray-nolds- ,

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
R
A
A
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Part

"SS7HEN in need of
thing on Earth try a
s
It will positively bring icsults.

FLAT: OPENING

:

BOOK

$w

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries

IE-da-

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

1--

Con-ducte-

ivodaks and rhoto atipplie

ME T
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

at the

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Log Angeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

out with broad

80- -

and

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
ay Located on Belen Cut-of- f

70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several

BELEi

Belen is the largest shipping point for
wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad
restaurants, etc.

ALL

EXPRESS,

MAIL

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THESANTAf E WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots ottered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or
We need a

gravel.

first-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

s

planing mill, coal and wood
s
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
house, jeweler, plumbing shop,

first-clas-

modern hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;

title perfect; warranty deeds.

One-thir-

purchase money,
may remain on note, with mortgage as
security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure

TO WJUSITE

cash.

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

FAST LIMITED

d

Two-thir-

the choicest lots.

WM. M. BERG Ell, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
iihimh
'it

The Engineering and Mining Journal In. its last issue has the following
to say concerning New Mexico mining conditions:
Grant County.
Central District In the Old Hanover, C. R. Cramer is doing
and is preparing" to explore some in
the Emma, Hanover No. 2 and Nora
claims. A Milwaukee syndicate has
recently acquired the Philadelphia
and Copper George groups.
A
Central District Upper Basin
wagon road has been run to the Anson S. group. The Gladstone,
'Bryan and McKinley groups
are along the upper contact, and are
opened by several shafts. The greatest development, however, on this
contact is done in the Humboldt mine
of the Hermosa company, of which
H. C. Anchor Is manager. Here the
shaft has reached a depth of 500
feet; it Is planned to sink to 1,000
feet.
Copper Flat and Rough Rider T.
W, Beam, of Denver, Colorado, has
acquired this group. The mines will
be developed under the charge of
T. C. Garee. Machinery has been ordered for deepening the shafts.
Gold Hill Camp A strike of gold
ore has been made in the Roosevelt
mine at 80 feet depth. A new road
has been constructed from the
district, to connect the mines
of the Meerschaum Company of America with Silver City, via Scott's sawmill and Finos Altos, with a saving of
25 miles.
Pinos Altos A new hoist has been
erected at the Hearst shaft with the
expectations of sinking to the 1,200
foot level.
Santa Rita On Lee hill, the company expects to sink the shaft on the
Oxide claim to 1,000 feet, if necessary,
to penetrate the underlying limestone
and explore for ore bodies on this side
of Santa Rita basin.
Tyrone Camp-r-TTyrone Development Company, directed 'by Link
and ' Jack Merrill, is engaged In exFour shafts
tensive
development.
'have been sunk, from 200 to GOO feet
deep.
Socorro County,
Little Fannie This mine, of the
Mountain Investment Company has reached 550 feet, where a
cross cut shows the vein to be 20
feet wide with good ore. The main
shaft of the Cooney mine Is 'being
sunk to the 800 foot level, while the
large :on'Centrator Is treating low
grade ore. The 100 tori cyanide plant
of the Last Chance mine is running
mainly on ore extracted during development work.
Zinc Development In the lower
levels of both the Graphic and Kelly
Mar-blehea-

Alu-moge- n

he

mines, zinc is increasing at the expense of the lead. The latter metal
shows only 2 to 8 per cent in the lowest Kelly' lense, while the zinc is 25
to 35 per cent; higher up In the sulphide zone much of the ore ran 8 to
14 per cent. Preliminary work Is advancing slowly for the erection of a
custom zinc smelter at Albuquerque
by the Tribullion company, but the
actual construction may be postponed
till the concentrator at Kelly Is running successfully.
The Spring
Magdnlena 'District
lode has been bought by the Tribullion Company from Colonel Eaton
A Joplin Company has
for $5,000.
been inspecting all the claims in
South Kelly and has nought all those
for sale at moderate
prices. The
large boilers, steam hoist and
are In place at
the Traylor shaft of the Kelly mine.
Mogollon District An association
has been formed by the leading mining men to boom the camp, with T.
J. Curan, president; E. C. Cleveland,
jvice president, and Ernest Craig, sec-- j
retary and treasurer. Its first work
will be the establishment of automobile and telephone lines to Silver City,
i
Sierra County,
Hiilsboro District At the Columbia
ore has lately been
mine,- ruby-silvestruck. The dynamiting of the hoist
'of the Milwaukee Mining Company,
and of the power room of Hitscher
Brothers, by 'malicious persons, has
considerably crippled the operation of
those plants.
ll

,

i

-
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SILVER CITY BANK
BUYS BUSINESS BLOCK.

Silver City, X. M., July 18 One of
the biggest real estate deals in the
history of the town was put through
this week when L. C. Parker transferred to the American National Bank
and C. C. Shoemaker the Parker block
on Billiard Street.
The lower floors of the block are at
present occupied by the American National Bank, Wells Fargo Express
'
C. Shoemaker's
Company and C.
store.
AUTO LINE CONNECTS
TUCUMCARI AND MELROSE.
Melrose, N. M., July IS. The Hartford Development Company of Melrose, J. M. Ray, president; W. D.
secretary, has established an
automobile route between
Melrose
and Tucumcari. The cars will be run
daily each way, and will pass through
the towns of Roosevelt, House. Hartford, Quay and Moore. This will be a
great convenience to the traveling
public as well as citizens of .these
towns. The auto company will carry
the mail.
of
A petition signed by citizens
Melrose and Tucumcari and all the
towns between, on the automobile
route, together with an application,
has been forwarded to the postofllce
department at Washington, D. C, asking that a daily mail route be established 'between the towns named.

POOR HEALTH FOR
YEARS.
Ira W7. Kelley, of Mansfield, Pa.,
writes: "I was in poor health for two
years, suffering from kidney and bladder trouble, and spent considerable
money consulting physicians without
obtaining any marked benefit, but was
cured by Foley's Kidney Cure, and I
desire to add my estimony that it may
be the cause of restoring the health
of others." Refuse substitutes. For
Kodol will nourish and strengthen
sale by The Ireland Pharmacy.
your digestive organs and furnish the
stomnatural digestive juices for your
Let me mail you free, to prove
ach. It will make you well. Kodol
merit,
samples of my Dr. Shoop's Redigests what you eat. Sold by The
and my Book on either Dysstorative,
Ireland Pharmacy.
pepsia, the Heart, or the Kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Quick Relief for Asthma Sufferers.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Foley's Honey and Tar affords imKidneys, are merely symptoms of a
In
mediate relief to asthma sufferers
ailment. Don't make the comdeeper
the worst stages and If taken In time mon error of
treating symptoms only.
jvill effect a cure. For sale by The Iretreatment Is treating the reSymptom
land Pharmacy.
sult of your aliment, and not the
cause. Weak Stomach nerves the inSOS
side nerves means Stomach weakness, always. And the Heart, and
Kidneys as well, have their controlling
or Inside nerves.
Weaken
these
nerves, and you inevitably have weak
vital organs.
Here Is where Dr.
Restorative
has made its
Shoop's
Caala I
fame. No other remedy even claims
to treat Vhe "inside nerves." Also for
bloating, biliousness, bad breath or
complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restorative. Write for my free Book now.
Dr. Shoop's Restoratives sold by the
Fischer Drug Company.
WAS IN
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Mercantile Stationery

Free Samples or "Preventics" and a
booklet on Colds will be gladly mailed
you, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., simr'y to prove merit. Preventics are little Candy Cold Cure tablets.
No Quinine, no Laxative,
nothing
.

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

imm'wwwnum in
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Roswell Automobile Co

WAHTS

Mall and Ptssenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. m.
Roswell, N. M, and Torrance, N. M.,
Running time between the tw
Jaily Sunday Included, connection point 6 hours, meato furnished
t
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Neediuore, free of
charge,
FOR SALE Gentle saddle horse. "nd Santa Fe Central Railways.
Excursicn parties accommodated b
Laave Roswell at 1 p. m.
Carl A. Bishop.
notifying the comyany tpo days s
Leure Torrance on arrival of Roek acvance.
WANTED To rent good piano-reaso- nable
Agenti for the Buick Autom obiles, one of the best known and
Best Machines for all purposes on the market
terms. Good care. No
Two of the best known and best
children.
Mrs. Woogle, 262 Palace.
machine
for all purposes on the
A'ddress all commuaieatlons and to
market
t
Qulrlw
A BIG BARGAIN
Two new safes
with inside doors and one secondhand safe; all medium sizes, guarau-antee- d
fire proof in first-clas- s
order
and condition for sale at low prices
and on time payment. Address A. B.
C, Santa Fe New Mexican.

Roswell Automobile Co.

New Mexk,

Roswell,

Mc-Be-

ELIDA TO HOLD FIRST
When there Is the slightest indicaMUNICIPAL ELECTION.
flatuheart
tion of indigestion,
burn,
lence or any form of stomach trouble
Elida, N. M., July 18 The county
take a little Kodol occasionally and commissioners
of Roosevelt ' County
you will get prompt relief. Sold by have
granted Incorporation papers to
The Ireland Pharmacy.
this town. An election has been ordered for August 20 to elect a board
CHEAPER WATER RATES
of five town trustees.
SECURED AT ARTESIA.
Artesia, N. M., July 18 At a recent meeting of the town board of
trustees the water rents were adjustWater on a 50
ed as follows,
foot lot for domestic purposes, $3 per
lot for
quarter, water on a
business: purposes ?3 per quarter, for
each lot in connection with residence
whereon water Is used for irrigating
purposes, 50c per month.

wmwwmi

ii

harmful whatever. Preventics prevent
colds as the name implies when
taken early, or at the "Sneeze Stage."
For a seated cold or LaGrippe, break
It up safely and quickly with Preventics. Sold by the Fischer Drug
Subscribe for the New Mexican

Stimulation

Without Irritation.
the watchword.
That is
what Orluo Laxative Fruit Syrup
does. Cleanses and stimulates the
bowels without Irritation in any form.
For sal,? by the Ireland Pharmacy.

That

is

War Against Consumption.
All nations are endeavoring to check
the ravages of consumption,
the
"white plague" that claims so many
victims each year.
Foley's Honey
and Tar cures coughs and colds perfectly and you are In no danger of
consumption. Do not risk your health
by taking some unknown preparation
when Foley's Honey and Tar is safe
and certain in results. The genuine
is in a yellow package . For sale by
The Ireland Pharmacy.
Piles get quick ana certain relief
Ointfrom
Dr.
Magic
Shoop's
ment. Please note it is made alone
for Piles, and its action is positive
and certain. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles dlsappt ar like magic
by its use. Large nicV
capped glass
the Fischer
jars, 50 cents. Sold
Drug Company.

Wells Fargo & Company
x press
General Express Forwarders
--

All

TO-

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

i

LEGAL BLANKS.
in
stock and for sale by the
Kept
New Mexican Printing Company.
Try a New Msxlcan want ad.
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full Leather (6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, price, $3.30
each. Postage 25c.
er, $3.50. Postage, Leather, 16c, paper, 14c.
Warranty Deed, 2 iheet.
Bond tor DeeJ,U-- 2 sheet. '
Official Bond,
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet
Poll Bookk. for Town Election, b
pages, 40c.
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath-Noticof Sale Under Foreclosure of
.
Mortgage, full sheet.
Oath of School Director, 4 sheet
Certificate of Brand,
het
of
Certificate of Apportionment
School Funas,
sheet ,
District Clerk's Annual Report 4
2

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

2

PRICE-LIS- T

1--

e

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

sheet

Homestead Application,

1-- 2

'

sheet

Sheriff's

Flexible
Cover Pocket
Docket, single, $1.25; two or more $1.
each- -

Notice of Right u Water,
sheet
1903, English or Spanish,
pamphlet,
$2.25; full Leather $3.00; 1905 English
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
4

2

sheet

Assignment of Mortgage,

1-- 2

sheet

Application for License, Retail Liquor License, 2 sheet.
Application for License. Game and
General License. 50 in Book, $3.00.
English and Spanish. 100 in Book, 75c.
Power of Attorney, 2 sheet.
4
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
1--

1--

1--

1--

Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summops as Garnishee,
1--

4

4

sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed, 2 sheet.
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
Township Plats, full sheet
Deed of Trust full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
1--

2

15c
Stamp, not over 2 inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3 inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over' 5 inches long. . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each, additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
One-lin-

e

One-lin-

One-lin-

One-lin-

Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
.50
Regular line Dater.
.35
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
.'.
1.00
STAMP PADS.
Ijx2, 10c; 2x3, 15c; 21x31, 25c; 2fxl, 35c; 3x6,
50c;. 4Jx71, ?5c.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS
one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

.....

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN-
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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Come and Sec

"j

i

JULY

THURSDAY,

GOCEfS.

the Big Uew Stock of BATI( and TOILET SOAPS

N

j

You Will Then fyiow Why So

GREAT GAME IN
GETTING READY
PROSPECT SUNDAY
FOR ENCAMPMENT

Personal Mention.
(Continued

Fjany People Buy Their Soaps of Us

FJJLRJLCnr

IRiEILijISriD

BArS, BUTCIS!

from Page Four)

Contest at New Baseball
Lieutenant Colonel E. C. Abbott, Opening
Grounds Between Santa Fe and
who was yesterday 'promoted from
Albuquerque Teams.
the rank of captain, returned last
night from Denver, where he has been
Indications are that the baseball
on legal business.
scheduled for next Sunday begame
Harry Bowman of Las Vegas, who tween the Santa Fe and Albuquerque
will be one of the ushers at the
No. 250 San Francisco Street,
teams at the dedication of the new
nuptials tomorrow after- park in this city will be an exciting
noon
at the First Presbyterian
The expectations are that
Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40. Church arrived here last night and is exhibition.
the initial contest on the new grounds
a guest at the McFie residence.
will be witnessed by a record breakA. R. Cheever, special agent of the
want in this line as cheap and possiMEAT MARKET.
crowd owing to the fact that two
ing
bly as good. as it can be made at home. V. S. land office, with headquarters excursions are to be run here on speat Roswell, is spending a few days cial trains.
It costs us more to get meat from
in Santa Fe. He is here on official
Denver by. express this hot weather,
The Albuquerque team Is said to
CHILE SAUCE.
Mr. Cheever was formerly
business.
but the quality is so much better that
be "loading" up with new players for
connected in a clerical capacity witil this
we feel repaid for the extra outlay.
game. A report which reached
15c
Bayle's Chile Sauce
the U. S. land office in this city,
Try some of our Denver killed boef, Kuner's Chile Sauce
here last night was to the effect that
10c
lamb, etc.
Charlie Rathburn, the crack thlM
This is fine for cold meats,
baseman of the old Las Vegas Blues,

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

"t-ocer-

CALIFORNIA FRUITS.

Minor Cily Topics.

TABASCO CATSUP.

(Continued

from Page Five.)

We are receiving regular shipments
Tabasco Catsup is made by Bayle,
'Rioardo Alarid waived examination
fresh California fruits. We show St. Louis, and it Is a hot one.
practically all the varieties in market. Per bottle
15c when arraigned this morning before
Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Garcia on the charge of assault with inFRESH VEGETABLES.
ORANGE MARMALADE.
tent to kill made by Mrs. Mary Silva
an.l was bound over to await the acWe are getting in fresh vegetables
is
Miller's
orange marmalade
tion of the grand jury, "He furnished
daily, The beets, lettuce, cucumbers packed in opal jars. It is made in Belnow
receiving fast, Ireland, and sold by us at 30c
and tomatoes we are
Train report at. 3 p. m., Santa Fe
are especially nice, Telephone peas per jar. Just the thing for breakfast
1
No.
one hour and thirty minutes
are sweet and tender. Try them.
or lunch. It is a good food, and a
on time. Local branch
others
late;
spur to the jaded appetite.
train leaves at 5:20 to make connecPICKLES
tions 'With, delayed No. 1 but will not
FERNDELL PRESERVES.
wait for other trains. Will leave on
We have a pretty big variety of
time in evening at 7:40. Santa Fo
pickles in both bulk and glass. Almost
Ferndell preserves are absolutely Central two hours and thirty minutes
anything you want. The Monsoon line pure. Contain nothing but fruit and late. Denver & Rio Grande on time.
at 25c for a pint bottle, is one of our sugar. All kinds, jar
40c
leaders. We have It in all kinds. Bulk
UFFICIAL MATTERS.
Chow Chow 15c pint.
SUMMER DRINKS.
of

Articles of Incorporation.
big line of drinks, fruit ciders,
no alcohol soda water,
The following articles of incorporaWelch's grape tion have been filed in the office of
15 cents.
New alfalfa is hard to get, but we
have it. The quality is good.
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
juice "0 cents.
w
TTTT TTTt WWTr
L, C. Smith and Brothers
Typewriter Company. Principal place of
BAKERY GOODS.
MALT NUTRINE.
business in Territory at Santa Fe,
Don't bake yourself as well as the
Malt Nutrine is a specific for that Santa Fe County. Territorial agent,
bread and cakes this hot weather. We tired feeling. Bottle 25 cents. Dozen, William R. Kelly, at Santa Fe. Capital stock, $5,000 divided into fifty
can furnish you almost anything you $2.50.
shares of the par value of $100 each.
Object, manufacture and sale of typewriters.
Period of existence,
fifty
years. The company is a foreign corporation having been originally Incorporated in New Jersey.
El
Townsite and DeD
velopment Company. Principal place
of business at Carlsbad, Eddy County.
3knulne Cerrlllos luio" ton. $6.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
$8.75
Territorial agent, William A. Finlay,
t Monero lump
$5.75 j Sawed wood, per 1,000 lba..$3.00
at. Carlsbad. Capital stock $1,500,000
Raton lump
$5.50 Four-foo- t
wood, per cord. .. .$3.50
divided into fifteen thousand shares of
Anthracite mixed, per ton.. $$.75 (
the par value of $100 each, commencing business with $2,000. Object genPeriod of
eral promotion business.
existence,
years.
Incorporators
fifty
OFFICB; Garfield Are., Near A., T. S. F. Depot. 'Phone No. 85.
Alfred Courehesne,
Peyton J. Edwards, William J. Harris, William C.
Davis, William II . Winter, all of El
Paso, Texas; James L, Bell, of New
York. New York; Wilburt T. Jenkins,
of Philadelphia,
and
Pennsylvania,
William A. Finlay, of Carlsbad.
Postmaster Commissioned.
F. Miera, Jr., has been appointed
postmaster at Algodones, Sandoval
County.
NEW ALFALFA.

A

fruit wines
etc. Quarts

rrm

COAL WOOD

Paso-Carlsba- d

CAPITAL COAL YAEL.

DUDR0W & MONTENIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS

All Kinds

ESTANCIA VALLEY
GETS GOOD

of Picture Framing
Day 'Phone 35

01. DHOWS OFFICE BUILDING.

Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chavei House).
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.
TO COME

SOAKING.

Special to the .New Mexican.
Estancia, N. M., July 18. Great joy
abounds this afternoon
among the
farmers of the Estancia Valley. At
2 o'clock a heavy rain began to fall
and is still coming down. This will
prove of great benefit to this section
and gives great hope for good crops.

You

POSTAL
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CURDS

FIVE
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Ml San

Gal-ga.n-

Gal-gan-

Paso-Carlsba- d

Paso-Carlsba- d
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Kansas City, July 18. Cattle Re7,000 steady; southern ste:rs
$.'5.7o
5; southern cows $2.504.10:
stackers and feeders $3.255; bulls
$2.755; calves $3.750.50; western
fed steers $4.256; western fed cows
$2.754.50.
4,000,
.Sheep Receipts
steady;
muttons $5.2506; lambs 7.257.75;
fed ewes
range wethers $4.75G;
$4.505.25.
Chicago, July IS. Cattle Receipts
6,500, weak; beeves $4.607.25; cows
heifers
5.00;
$2.(50
$1.50(45.25;
to prime
calves $5.507.25;
good
steers $5.707.25; poor to medium
$4.(505.G5; stockers and feeders $2.80

ceipts

l'iUO.
10,000, weak;

SheepReceipts

west-

yearlings $66.70; lambs
$5.757.G0; western $5.707.G0.
Omaha, July 18. Cattle Receipts
2,000, steady; western steers $3.50
5.75; Texas steers $3.234.50; cows
and heifers $2.504.75; canners $2
3.50; stockers and feeders $35.10;
calves $3 6.50; bulls $3.755.50.
4,000,
steady;
Sheep Receipts
ern

$46;

'

$5.50G.1.5; ewes
yearlings
5.45; lambs $6.507.75,

$4,50

CAN WRITE ON FACE OF

REGULAR POSTAL CARDS.

vice-preside-

Paso-Carlsba- d

at-th-

Paso-Carlsba-

e

y

n

D. O., July 18.

Washington,

Post-

master General Meyer has promulgated an order, effective August 1, 1907,
providing that the face side of a
postal cr.rd may be divided by a
line placed approximately
vertical
of the distance from the
left end if the card; the space to the
left end cf the line to be used for
a message, etc., the portion to the
right to be used for the address only.
Advertisements, illustrations or writing may appear on the back of the
card and cn the left third of the front.
one-thir-

d

JAPANESE POURING
INTO MEXiCAN REPUBLIC
Casa Grandes, Mexico, July 18.
Japanese and Ctiine3e continue to arrive here at an alarming rate. However they remain but a few days and
then leave for the north. They seem
well supplied with money and are not
seeking work. The U. S. Immigration
authorities along the New Mexico-Arizonborder have been warned to bo
on the lookout.
a

Subscribe for the Dany New
and set the newa.

PICNIC PARTIES.
Should not forget to take a dozen or
so of Lemp's Falstaff Beer-npl- nts
or
quarts. Tin Ice packers furnished af
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.

mjm

-

r

Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

.'.,'

wr-

!

X
Cor. Water

m
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SANTA FE

0

Stand OagparAr'
-

NEW MEX.CO.

.

'

l
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y

APPLIANCES FOR
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL.
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC.
J
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL f.
TREATMENT.
g
TRAINED NURSES.
V
MODERN

ni9jLiT-"'l-

x

No Tubercular Tatlents
milted.
APPLY FOR TERMS.

Old Moxltan Cert.
OPENS, SEPTEMBER

.'

3--

r

GENTS

J. S. CANDELARI0,
101

7--

ARE ALWAY8

Can't Miss the Place

THE CURIO MAN.
Leek for tn
ramlsM
Strttl
f

5--

SODA WATER

1

SOUVENIR

-

LORETTO ACADEMY,
Santa Fe, N. M.

The Biggest Curio Store In the West

FIVE

MONEYS AND METALS
Santa Fe National Guardsmen Will
New York, July 18.- -- Money on call
Leave for Meadow City on Morneasy, 2
prime mercantile pa- ing Train Next Sunday.
per 5
St. Louis, July 18
lower,
Company F, First Infantry, New 0.00.
Mexico National Guard, which Is staNew York, July 18. Lead dull, $5.15
tioned in Santa Fe, will be represent5.25; copper nominal, 21 22; silver,
ed by practically Its full quota at the 08
camp of instruction of the Territorial
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
National Guard, which will be held
92
Atchison,
pfd., 93.
next week at Las Vegas.
New York Central, 112
The local militiamen are having
Pennsylvania, 123
drills every night, this week preparaSouthern Pacific, 80
not
tory to the encampment.
They
Union Pacific, 143
pfd., 83.,
only expect to rewin the Hagerman
901-2- .
Copper,
cup which if won by them again will
Steel, 301-4- ; pfd., 99
become the permanent property of the
LARD.. PORK AND RIBS.
GRAIN,
company, but they also expect to
18. Wheat July
Chicago,
July
on
secure at least five members
94.
,
91318;
Sept,,
the rifle team to represent New
53
52
Corn
July,
Sept.,
j
Mexico at the national rifle tourn03
ament this fall In Ohio. Company
Oats July, 4G3-4- ;
Sept., 38
F had the distinction of securing the
Pork
$lG.22
July,
Sept., $1G.42.
first five places on this team in the
Lard July, $8,72
$8.95.
Sept.
last
year.
competitive target practice
$8,371-2- ;
$8,571-2- .
Ribs
July,
Sept.,
Adjutant General A. P. Tarkington
WOOL MARKETS.
accompanied by his wife and children,
St. Louis, July 18.- - Wdol steady
left this morning for the camp
and unchanged.
grounds in the National Guard
LIVE STOCK

1

MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARE3 OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
AT
ELEGANT' STOCK OF NAVAJO
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.

MARKET REPORT.

has been signed as a "Brownie."
from
the recent Importation
Denver who has been pitching some
remarkable games for the Duke City
aggregation has been nominated for
box duty.
The Santa Fe team 'has not. been
seen in action here tor over a month,
but reports from the camp are that
An
the boys are in good condition.
outside pitcher has been engaged to MASS MEETING TONIGHT AT
do the twirling stunt for the locals
FIRE HEADQUARTERS.
and it is said his pitching ability
.Santa Fe, N. M., July 18, 1907.
compares favorably with that of
To the Citizens of Santa Fe:
The undersigned executive commitGrand stand seats will be only ten
cents instead of fifteen cents as was tee of the Fire Department to arrange
The for the convention and tournament
erroneously stated yesterday.
regeneral admission to the grounds as to be held here in September next,
at
meet
us
to
with
citizens
all
quest,
was announced will be fifty cents.
fire headquarters tonight for the purpose of forming committees to arBELL RAILROAD
range for a merchants and retail buyfair during the week of the conFRANCHISE NOT SOLD ers
vention.
We want the support of all citizens
DevelSecretary of El
in this matter as the Albuquerque
opment Company Says Proposition
Fair Association has now a bid beis Still Being Investigated.
fore the board of directors of the asEl Paso, Texas," July 18 What is sociation and unless we can get your
known as the Bell Railroad franchise support we will have to let it go to
has not been sold to the Kansas City, them.
Yours respectfully,
Lawton and Pacific Railroad Company,
A. M. DETTLEBACH.
'
is the statement made by W. H. WinH. C. ALARID,
FRANK OWEN,
ter, secretary of the El
FRED MULLER,
Townsite and Development Company,
an organization chartered last Saturday under the laws of the Territory HEARING IN LAND
of New Mexico, and which acquired
GRANT PARTITION SUIT.
the franchise for a railroad right-of-waand terminal grounds in El Paso
During the past few days a hearing
from J. L. Bell.
has been in progress In Taos before
H. H, Clancy, referee, in the partition
W. T. Jenkins, first
'
of the El
Townsite and suit of the Rancho de Rio Grande
Development Company, gave out the Land Grant located in Taos County
This
statement this week that the company and containing 91,800 acres.
had sold the Bell franchise to the case has been in court for a number
Kansas City, Lawton and Pacific Rail- of years but is now in a fair way of
He stated distinctly settlement.
way Company.
A great deal of testimony concernthat the deal had been made Monday
ing the genealogy of claimants and
evening.
reas to the grant was taken
d
The purposes of the El
Townsite and Development Com- cent hearing, and It is believed that
ses:
pany are to acquire franchise, rights-of-wa- the case will be closed at another
refbe
called
will
the
which
sion
by
raila
for
and terminal grounds
road company to construct a line be- eree during the month of August.
The attorneys in attendance at the
tween El Paso and Carlsbad, accordwere Judge N, B. "Laughlin,
hearing'
to
not
to
and
Winter
ing
Secretary
and
Attorneys A. B. Renehan, of this
construct a railroad, However, WinAmado Chaves, and A. B. McMil-lecity,
ter admits the company may dispose
of
Albuquerque.
of its holdings to another company
which will build the proposed road.
UTAH OIL STRIKE
MAY RIVAL BEAUMONT
COURT REFUSES APPLICATION FOR RECEIVER.
Los Angeles, July 18. The news of
Roswell, N. M., July 18. The application of the Roswell Lumber Com- a big strike of oil in Washington
pany and others for the appointment County, Utah, on the line of the Salt
of a receiver for the Hondo Stone Lake and San Pedro Railroad has
Manufacturing Company has been re- reached this city. It is reported that
fused in the district court and the the new field, which is In the Virgin
plaintiffs have had the action dis- River Valley, is extensive, and the
missed at their cost.
deposits of oil is heavy.
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ANYTHING

IT DOESN'T COST
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